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From Social Democracy to Leninism: The Finnish Socialist Organization of 
Canada, 1901-1922 

By Saku Pinta 

The Canadan Suomalainen Järjestö (FOC; Finnish Organization of Canada) is the 
oldest nation-wide Finnish cultural organization in Canada. Founded in 1911 as the 
Canadan Suomalainen Sosialisti Järjestö (FSOC; Finnish Socialist Organization of 
Canada), the organization passed through several stages and political affiliations in its 
formative years, but none as important as its longstanding association – both formal and 
informal – with the Communist Party of Canada.1  

The minutes, published here for the first time in English-translation, record the 
proceedings of the FSOC Third Representative Assembly, held in Toronto, Ontario, 
February 15, 16, 20, and 21, 1922 at the Ontario Labour College on 28 Wellington 
Street West. This translation has been made possible with financial support from the 
Government of Canada through the Documentary Heritage Communities Program that 
supported the “Increasing Access to the Finnish Language Archives” project, organized 
by the Thunder Bay Finnish Canadian Historical Society in 2018-2019. Originally 
published as a pamphlet for distribution to the FSOC membership, the minutes capture 
a seminal moment in the Finnish-Canadian working-class movement. 

The historical significance of this meeting lies partly in the decision made by 
representatives at this assembly to formally affiliate with the Workers’ Party of Canada 
as its Finnish-language section – the Workers’ Party being the legal, public face of the 
then outlawed Communist Party of Canada (CPC) between 1922 and 1924. The 
restrictions of the War Measures Act obliged the founding members of the CPC to 
establish the Party in complete secrecy. Twenty-two delegates assembled in a barn 
near Guelph, Ontario in May 1921 to launch the underground party. Among them were 
FSOC executive committee members John Verner (J.W.) Ahlqvist and Jussi Latva.2 

                                                           
1 The name of the Organization changed several times. Founded as the Finnish Socialist Organization 

of Canada (FSOC) in 1911, it became the provisional Finnish Organization of Canada (FOC) in 
December 1918 following restrictions placed on the Organization by the Canadian federal government 
under the War Measures Act. In December 1919 the Organization became the reconstituted FSOC 
and remained so until it affiliated with the Workers' Party of Canada in 1922, at which point it became 
the Finnish Socialist Section of the Workers' Party of Canada. In 1923 the word “socialist” was 
dropped from its name and in 1924, with the Workers' Party now renamed the Communist Party of 
Canada, the Organization became known as the Finnish Section of the Communist Party of Canada. 
In 1925, the Party received orders to Bolshevize, and at this point the Organization became the 
Finnish Organization of Canada Inc., an incorporated body that had been founded a few years earlier. 
The Organization has operated under this name ever since. See Edward W. Laine (edited by Auvo 
Kostianen), A Century of Strife: The Finnish Organization of Canada 1901-2001 (Turku: 
Siirtolaisinstituutti - Migration Institute of Finland, 2016), 42-46 and Arja Pilli, The Finnish-Language 
Press in Canada, 1901-1939: A Study in the History of Ethnic Journalism (Turku: Siirtolaisinstituutti - 
Migration Institute of Finland, 1982), 137. 

2  No full list of delegates exists. See Ian Angus, The Canadian Bolsheviks: The Early Years of the 
Communist Party of Canada (Victoria: Trafford Publishing, 2004), 69. 



 

Ideologically, much of the FSOC membership had already come to embrace the main 
doctrines of the international Communist movement, but the confusion of the period and 
the illegal status of the CPC created obstacles to formal affiliation.3 When plans had 
been devised to establish a legal, above-ground Party, the FSOC enthusiastically 
supported the effort.  

As preparations for the Workers’ Party began to unfold, the leaders of the FSOC hastily 
organized the Third Representative Assembly to coincide with the founding congress of 
the new party, also held in Toronto, February 17-19 at the Toronto Labour Temple on 
126 Church Street – only some six city blocks away from the FSOC assembly. 
Underscoring its importance, the FSOC adjourned their meetings for two full days in 
order to be able to send ten delegates to the Workers’ Party congress. With formal 
affiliation now in place, Finnish-Canadians would constitute the single largest section of 
the Party's membership in Canada – and often a majority of the fluctuating membership 
during its early years – a distinction that they would maintain into the 1930s.  

The minutes of the assembly also reveal the hopes and aspirations of this segment of 
the Finnish-Canadian working-class movement, providing a unique, inside look at the 
internal functioning of the FSOC. From the many services that the offices of the Vapaus 
(Liberty) newspaper provided to the Finnish immigrant community – money transfers, a 
travel agency, along with its publishing efforts – to the emphasis placed on labour 
organizing and education, above all among children and youth, as well as the 
expressed need to address issues of concern to women all evince a sincere desire to 
improve the lives of working people in Canada. The level of enthusiasm and sacrifice 
committed by the rank-and-file membership in striving for these ideals is only rivalled by 
later disappointments and tragedies, both personal and political, and repression at 
home and abroad.4 

The aim of this introduction is to place the Third Representative Assembly in historical 
context through a brief discussion of the various socialist currents, on the national and 
international level, that helped to shape the views of the FSOC from the early twentieth 
century to the founding of the Workers’ Party in 1922.  

Early Finnish-Canadian Socialisms, 1901-1911 

The roots of the FSOC stretch back to the early twentieth century and the socialist 
beliefs that an active minority of Finnish immigrants carried with them to their adopted 
homeland. Prior to the Finnish Declaration of Independence on December 6, 1917, 
much of the geographical area that now constitutes the Republic of Finland formed an 

                                                           
3 The Communist movement in the United States in this period was divided and separate factions also 

had members in Canada. 
4   This includes the ill-fated journey of many Finnish-Canadians who left Canada to help build socialism 

in Soviet Karelia in the 1930s but fell victim to Stalin’s purges. See for example Alexey Golubev and 
Irina Takala, The Search for a Socialist El Dorado: Finnish Immigration to Soviet Karelia from the 
United States and Canada in the 1930s (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 2014). 



 

autonomous component of the Russian Empire – from 1809 to 1917 – known as the 
Grand Duchy of Finland. Along with the rising tide of Finnish nationalism, large numbers 
of urban and rural workers turned to the doctrines of Marxism and social democracy as 
solutions to their political and economic problems, above all the policy of Russification 
launched by the Russian Empire in 1899.  

During the period known as the sortovuodet (years of oppression), Russification aimed 
at limiting Finnish cultural and political autonomy with a host of widely unpopular 
policies, including the conscription of Finnish soldiers into the Russian military. The 
dramatic assassination of Nikolay Bobrikov in June 1904, the dictatorial Governor-
General of Finland, by a Finnish nationalist is one well-known act of protest against the 
heavy handed actions of the Empire. However, this individual act only resulted further 
censorship and repressive measures. In contrast, the November 1905 general strike 
organized by the Social Democratic Party of Finland – one manifestation of mass 
uprisings and social unrest across the Russian Empire – led to greater political 
freedoms, including the creation of the Parliament of Finland and a temporary 
curtailment of the Russification policies. Building on this success, the Social Democrats 
received the largest share of the vote in the 1907 Finnish parliamentary election, the 
first in the world to elect female representatives. This highly charged atmosphere 
contributed to a heightened political awareness among many Finnish immigrants, some 
of whom had fled the country to escape political repression.  

The community of Sointula, established in 1901, represents the first major Finnish-
Canadian socialist undertaking. Finnish workers intent on escaping the drudgery and 
exploitation of Robert Dunsmuir’s coal mines in Nanaimo, British Columbia, founded the 
community on Malcolm Island, located off the northeast coast of Vancouver Island. 
Envisaged as a utopian commune based on socialist-cooperative principles, the 
founders of Sointula invited Finnish utopian socialist and theosophist Matti Kurikka and 
socialist intellectual Aukusti Bernhard Mäkelä to lead the community. The first Finnish-
language newspaper in Canada, Aika (Time), served as the mouthpiece for Sointula 
and the views of its inhabitants. Though the utopian project failed in 1905, following a 
tragic fire and bankruptcy, many of the original settlers and their descendants remained. 
This helped to shape Sointula’s decidedly leftist orientation demonstrated, in part, by an 
“absence of pubs, police, and churches” on the island over the first half of the twentieth 
century.5 Many of Sointula's inhabitants would later become ardent supporters of the 
Finnish Organization of Canada. The “Finnish Organization Hall”, built in 1911, still 
remains in use as a community centre.   

By 1903, at least two Canadian locals of the Brooklyn-headquartered Työväenyhdistys 
Imatra (Finnish-American Workers' Association Imatra) were formed in Sault Ste. Marie 
and Port Arthur, Ontario (now part of modern-day Thunder Bay) respectively. However, 

                                                           
5    See Kevin Wilson, Practical Dreamers: Communitarianism and Co-operatives on Malcolm Island 

(Victoria: British Columbia Institute for Co-operative Studies, 2005), xiii. 



 

the social-liberal views of the Imatra Workers' Association, based largely on the ideas of 
the early “Wrightist” Finnish labour movement,6 as well as the organization's main focus 
on American issues, did little to address issues of concern for Finnish-Canadians. The 
Port Arthur local disaffiliated in 1905 and operated independently under the name Port 
Arthur Työväenyhdistys Imatra (Port Arthur Workers' Association Imatra) until 1907 
when it became the Port Arthur Finnish Socialist Local.7 Even in this early period the 
influence of the much larger Finnish-American socialist movement on Finnish-Canadian 
leftists was considerable – a trend that would continue through the twentieth century.   

Two major developments around this time in Port Arthur, home to the largest Finnish 
population in Canada, should be noted. First, in the autumn of 1907 the Työkansa (The 
Working People) commenced publication in Port Arthur, becoming the first major 
Finnish-Canadian newspaper with nation-wide distribution. The Työkansa would later 
serve as the official newspaper of the FSOC. Second, it was under the auspices of the 
Port Arthur Workers' Association Imatra and the Uusi Yritys (New Attempt) Temperance 
Society that plans were laid out and land purchased to build the Finnish Labour Temple. 
Built in 1910, the Labour Temple represented one of the largest workers’ halls in 
Canada and an important centre for socialist activity. 

The final major expression of early socialist thought among Finnish immigrants in 
Canada concerns the Finnish population in Toronto, Ontario, specifically Jaakko 
(James) Lindala. Lindala, a socialist and tailor by trade, was Toronto's first permanent 
Finnish resident. A member of the Journeymen Tailors’ Union of America, Lindala 
complemented his trade union membership with social democratic political views and an 
embrace of the co-operative movement. In 1902 Lindala helped launch the Finnish 
Society of Toronto. That same year, Lindala established the “Iso Paja” (Big Shop) on 
Peter Street, a co-operative shop that employed over fifty Finnish tailors until it closed in 
1913 following a long strike. The Iso Paja also served as a Finnish-Canadian socialist 
think tank of sorts and its legacy rests in the fact that Toronto has served as the central 
office for the FSOC since its founding. Several socialist-minded tailors would later 
become prominent figures in the Finnish North American socialist movement, including 
J.W. Ahlqvist, who one historian called the “Grand Old Man of the Finnish Communist 
Movement”.8 Thanks in part to the arrival of new radicalized immigrants from Finland, in 
1906 the entire membership of the Finnish Society of Toronto joined the Socialist Party 
of Canada (SPC), becoming the Finnish-language Local No. 1 of that party.9 Organized 

                                                           
6  Named after the views of Viktor Julius von Wright (1856 -1934), the founder of the Helsinki Workers' 

Association, established in 1893. 
7  Marc Metsäranta (ed.), Project Bay Street: Activities of Finnish-Canadians in Thunder Bay before 

1915 (Thunder Bay: Thunder Bay Finnish-Canadian Historical Society, 1989), 69-77. 
8  Oiva W. Saarinen, Between a Rock and Hard Place: A Historical Geography of the Finns in the 

Sudbury Area (Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier Press, 1999), 120. 
9  See Varpu Lindström, “LINDALA, JAMES,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. 14, University of 

Toronto/Université Laval, 2003–, accessed February 23, 2019, 
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/lindala_james_14E.html and Varpu Lindström, “The Unbreachable Gulf:     



 

socialist or labour groups in other major Finnish-Canadian centres, including Port Arthur 
and Vancouver, soon followed suit.  

The Finnish-language locals of the SPC proved to be the immediate precursors of the 
FSOC. The SPC united socialist Finns across Canada into a common political 
organization for the first time. The association between Finnish immigrants and the 
SPC, however, proved to be short-lived. Ideologically, the SPC at this time espoused a 
revolutionary Marxism that emphasized elections and socialist propaganda as the 
primary vehicles of the class struggle. The party leadership regarded reformist 
measures as being of secondary importance or even counterproductive to the goal of 
achieving a socialist transformation of society. This emphasis proved to be 
unacceptable to the bulk of the party’s Finnish and immigrant membership, many of 
whom toiled in the resource industries and sought immediate relief and improvements to 
wages, hours, and working conditions.  

The Early Years of the Finnish Socialist Organization of Canada, 1911-1918 

The ideological rift in the SPC led to the expulsion or voluntary withdrawal of most of the 
Finnish and Ukrainian membership in 1910, along with other dissenting party members 
located mainly in Manitoba and Ontario. Finnish-Canadian socialists that had been 
brought together under the SPC banner now reorganized themselves. In doing so they 
renewed the idea of forming a national organization, taking inspiration from the Finnish 
Socialist Federation of America (FSF). Formed in August 1906, the FSF united the 
Finnish-immigrant population in the United States into a nation-wide organization, 
affiliated to the Socialist Party of America. Along with multiple personal and 
organizational contacts, and an especially strong relationship between the Työkansa 
and Fitchburg, Massachusetts-based Raivaaja (The Pioneer) newspaper, frequent 
cross-border migration in the pre-First World War era helped to forge strong ties 
between left-wing movements in the Finnish North American diaspora. Several leading 
figures in the Finnish-Canadian socialist movement had first lived and worked in the 
United States prior to relocating to Canada, including the socialist-feminist speaker and 
organizer Sanna Kannasto, union organizers Armas Topias Mäkinen (better known as 
A.T. or “Tom” Hill) and Alfred Hautamäki, newspaper editor Henry Puro (alias of John 
Wiita), and journalist Aku Päiviö, the most celebrated literary figure in the Finnish North 
American left.10   

Established in October 1911, the FSOC originally consisted of 24 Finnish Socialist 
Locals, over half of which were located in northern Ontario. Less than three years later 
the number of Locals had more than doubled to 64 with more than 3,000 members. At 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
The Division in the Finnish Community of Toronto, 1902-1913,” in Michael G. Karni (ed.), Finnish    
Diaspora I: Canada, South America, Africa, Australia and Sweden (Toronto: Multicultural History 
Society of Toronto, 1981), 11-18.   

10 See for example Elis Sulkanen, Amerikan Suomalaisen Työväenliikkeen Historia (Fitchburg: Raivaaja 
Publishing Company, 1951), 485-503. 



 

the time of its founding, the FSOC joined the Canadian Socialist Federation, which soon 
after merged with the Manitoba Social Democratic Party at a unity convention held in 
Port Arthur in December 1911, creating the Social Democratic Party of Canada (SDPC). 
Unlike the Socialist Party, the SPDC provided considerable latitude for its foreign-
language affiliates – which constituted the majority of the party membership – to 
exercise self-determination, and drafted a programme that featured “immediate 
demands” such as the eight-hour day, abolition of child labour, and universal adult 
suffrage.11 

Unity within the ranks of Finnish-Canadian socialists, however, would not prevail. 
Perennial debates in the Finnish-American left, surrounding appropriate labour union 
strategies and tactics, resulted in a split in the FSF in 1914. On one side stood a radical 
central and western-based faction, critical of the conservative craft unionism of the 
American Federation of Labor (AFL). This radical faction promoted a vision of social 
change based on labour unions organized on an industry-wide basis, rather than 
political parties, as the main vehicles of class struggle and socialist reconstruction. On 
the other side stood the more moderate, Eastern-based FSF membership, who 
defended work within AFL-affiliated trade unions and the advancement of social reform 
through electoral action as the appropriate methods for achieving socialism. The 
Socialist Party of America backed the moderates and their position on the union 
question. The expelled radical left-wing of the FSF, defined in part by its strong support 
for the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW or “Wobblies”) union, would go on to 
establish the Sosialisti (Socialist, later renamed Industrialisti or the Industrialist) 
newspaper in Duluth, Minnesota. The radical faction also retained control of the Work 
People’s College, a residential labour school located near Duluth. This factional struggle 
quickly found proponents on both sides of the divide in the Finnish-Canadian left.  

The FSOC leadership, which accepted the superiority of the industrial union form in 
principle, had nonetheless argued that the trade or craft unions were in the process of 
evolving towards industrial unionism. As such, they maintained that it would be a 
mistake for socialists to abandon them. Also, like the moderate faction in the FSF, the 
FSOC leadership remained hostile to the IWW and its anti-parliamentary approach to 
socialism. It is unsurprising then that the FSOC leadership rallied to support the 
moderates in the FSF. In June 1915, around the same time that the Työkansa 
newspaper went bankrupt, a majority of the FSOC membership voted by referendum to 
sever all ties with the Finnish-American pro-IWW faction, resulting in expulsions and 
resignations. Membership in the FSOC plummeted from around 3,000 in 1914 to slightly 
over 1,800 one year later. Formed in December 1916, the Sault Ste. Marie Work 
People’s College Support Ring became the first fully independent Finnish-Canadian 
pro-IWW socialist group, composed largely of former FSOC members. Pro-IWW clubs 
soon formed in Copper Cliff and Port Arthur. By the autumn of 1918 Industrialisti 

                                                           
11  See G.R.F. Troop, “Socialism in Canada,” M.A. Thesis, (McGill University, 1922), 42-49; 115. 



 

claimed 1,500 Canadian subscribers and the Finnish-Canadian Wobblies had taken the 
lead in organizing lumber workers in northern Ontario.12   

The Russian Revolution, Finnish Civil War, and Repression, 1917-1918 

As the First World War drew to a close, other events on the international stage began to 
inform the views of Finnish socialists in Canada, above all the Finnish Civil War of 1918 
and the associated Bolshevik Revolution of November 1917 that ended nearly five 
centuries of Tsarist autocracy. Fittingly, the Vapaus newspaper also commenced 
publication in November 1917 in Sudbury, Ontario, becoming the new organ of the 
FSOC. 

The revolutionary overthrow of the Tsarist Empire provided the necessary political 
space, opportunity, and conditions for the Finnish Declaration of Independence in 
December 1917, first recognized by decree by the Soviet Russian government. 
However, the divisions concerning the political and economic direction that the newly 
independent Finnish nation state should pursue triggered a short but bloody civil war, 
fought from late January to May 1918. The Finnish Civil War pitted the socialist “Red 
Guards”, composed mainly of the industrial and agrarian working classes of southern 
Finland under the leadership of the Social Democratic Party of Finland, against the non-
socialist “White Guards”, made up of small farmers and the middle- and upper-classes 
of central and northern Finland under the leadership of the conservative Senate and 
backed militarily by Imperial Germany.  

The “White Guards” emerged victorious in a conflict that claimed some 36,000 lives in 
total, both in the war itself and its aftermath. The “White terror” that followed the civil war 
lead to the deaths of well over ten thousand of “Reds” from starvation and disease in 
prisoner of war camps – more than double the number killed in action – which, along 
with executions, helped give rise to the term lahtarit (butchers), bitterly bestowed on the 
“Whites” by the “Reds” in defeat.   

Much of the “Red” Finnish leadership fled to Soviet Russia after defeat where, in August 
1918, the Communist Party of Finland was established in exile. The party remained 
illegal in Finland until 1944. In 1919 the Finnish Communist Party became one of the 
original signatories to the Communist International – also known as the Comintern or 
Third International – an organization created to promote and aid in the creation of 
communist parties around the world. With the prestige of the first “workers’ state” and 
the political apparatus of the Comintern, the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) 
sought to lead the world revolution by uniting left-wing parties and labour movements 
under a common programme. Communist parties formed around the world seeking 

                                                           
12 See Saku Pinta, “The Wobblies of the North Woods: Finnish Labor Radicalism and the IWW in 

Northern Ontario” in Peter Cole, David Struthers, and Kenyon Zimmer (eds.), Wobblies of the World: A 
Global History of the IWW (London: Pluto Press, 2017), 140-167.  



 

admission to the Comintern by adhering to its controversial Twenty-One Conditions for 
membership.  

The bitterness of the “Red” defeat and the trauma of a war-torn nation impacted left-
wing Finnish immigrants in North America, who followed events in their ancestral 
homeland closely. With the prestige of the first “workers’ state”, many Finnish socialists 
in the United States and Canada now pinned their hopes on Lenin’s vision of world 
revolution.  

This attracted the attention of the authorities in Canada where, much like in the United 
States, fears of a Bolshevik-inspired revolution in the corridors of power provoked an 
anti-radical hysteria and “Red Scare”, directed mainly against immigrants. Using the 
sweeping powers of the 1914 War Measures Act, in September 1918 the Canadian 
federal government passed Order-in-Council PC 2381 and PC 2384 which listed 
Finnish, along with Russian and Ukrainian as “enemy languages” and outlawed the 
FSOC and thirteen other organizations, including the IWW. The suspension of civil 
liberties and other difficulties arising from government repression are recurring themes 
throughout the Third Assembly minutes. 

Post-War Activity: From the One Big Union to the Communist International, 1918-
1922 

The FSOC leadership successfully appealed the federal government ban, regaining 
legality in December 1918 on the condition that the Organization discontinue its political 
activities. The Organization dropped the word “socialist” from its name until government 
restrictions began to ease one year later. The SDPC, however, limped into the post-war 
period in a severely weakened condition. The party ultimately folded in 1920, racked 
with political divisions and unable to recover from the loss of the Finnish and Ukrainian 
ethnic organizations that had furnished the majority of the party membership.13  

The now politically unaffiliated FSOC eagerly pursued allies in the Canadian working-
class movement. As A.T. Hill’s report to the assembly reveals, multiple options for party 
affiliation had been mulled over, but ultimately the membership decided by referendum 
to support the One Big Union of Canada (OBU), acting as an independent “propaganda 
organization”. Formed in Calgary in June 1919, the OBU assembled labour radicals 
opposed to the conservative craft unionism of the AFL and Trades and Labor Congress 
of Canada. Similar to the IWW, the OBU advocated union organization by industry 
aimed at a revolutionary transformation of Canadian society. But unlike the Wobblies, 
the OBU did not oppose political action in principle, thanks in part to the robust 
presence of SPC members in the union. By retaining its independence, the leadership 
of the FSOC forestalled formal affiliation in an attempt to subdue the vigorous support 
for the OBU by its rank-and-file membership. So strong was the support for the OBU 
within the Finnish-Canadian working class that the FSOC leadership feared that the 

                                                           
13  See Angus, The Canadian Bolsheviks, 61-63. 



 

entire Organization might be fully absorbed into the union. As the minutes below reveal, 
such was indeed the case in Port Arthur in 1920, where the Finnish OBU Support Ring 
replaced the FSOC Local, with the shares in the Finnish Labour Temple transferred to 
the OBU. 

The commitment to organizing “unskilled” workers helps to explain part of the 
enthusiasm for the OBU within the Finnish immigrant community. Over 40,000 workers 
joined the union within a year of its launch. Importantly, the OBU-affiliated lumber 
workers union quickly became the most powerful component of the new labour 
organization, in an industry that employed large numbers of Finnish immigrants. The 
OBU now appeared to be the main expression of the post-war mass labour unrest in 
Canada, demonstrated most dramatically by the 1919 Winnipeg General Strike. In 
terms of the politics of the Finnish-Canadian left, the OBU helped to briefly re-unite the 
two dominant segments of the organized working-class movement: the politically-
oriented FSOC and the anti-parliamentary pro-IWW faction. As noted above, by 1916 
most of the radical left-wing of the FSOC had acrimoniously split off from the 
Organization, mirroring a similar schism in the Finnish-American left. However, since 
the IWW remained illegal in Canada until 1923, Finnish-Canadian Wobblies maintained 
an underground structure but joined the OBU in order to be able to participate in above-
ground union activities.  

Predictably, the debates that had fuelled earlier divisions re-emerged under the 
auspices of the OBU, especially as the FSOC grew closer to the nascent international 
Communist movement. The union policy of the Comintern, much like that of the pre-war 
SDPC, directed communists to work within the established trade unions. As such, the 
FSOC had settled its accounts with the OBU with the founding of the Workers’ Party in 
1922. As Tim Buck, leader of the party between 1929 and 1962, recalled:  

[T]he delegates of the One Big Union demanded of the convention that the 
new party declare war upon the A.F.L. and, indeed, upon all craft unions. The 
convention rejected that demand. Guided by the lessons that Lenin had 
emphasized in his recently translated Left-Wing Communism, it called upon 
members of the new party to join the unions that were supported by the 
masses of the workers in their industries and to fight there for genuine 
working-class policies.14 

By 1924, two rival lumber workers’ organizations had formed out the ashes of the 
declining OBU: the Communist-led Lumber Workers Industrial Union of Canada and the 
IWW-affiliated Lumber Workers Industrial Union no. 120. 

It is difficult to overstate the contributions of Finnish-Canadians to the Communist Party, 
particularly in its early years. J.W. Ahlqvist and Jussi Latva, both leading figures in the 

                                                           
14  Tim Buck, Thirty Years: The Story of the Communist Movement in Canada, 1922-1952 (Toronto: 
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FOC, were elected to the inaugural Workers' Party Central Committee.15 The concerns 
of the Finnish membership, particularly on the issue of youth education, contributed to 
the formation of the Young Workers' League of Canada (later renamed the Young 
Communist League), with A.T. Hill serving as its first national chairman.16 In 1931 police 
estimated that Finns constituted three-fifths of the Communist Party membership.17  

The history and activities of the FOC, throughout its various phases, are but one 
demonstration of historian Edward W. Laine's assertion that the relatively small Finnish-
Canadian population played a major role in shaping Canadian history and its national 
experience. In making this claim, Laine's concern extends beyond the views of some 
mainstream academic historians – who regard ethnic history as marginal or insignificant 
– to a criticism of inward-looking or isolationist histories that disregard broader socio-
political and cultural contexts. Ethnic histories of this sort fail to convey the reciprocal 
nature of cultural exchanges. As Laine writes, this “unfairly diminishes the impact of the 
host country upon the ethnic communities and, no less, minimizes the complementary 
effect that those communities have had in the shaping of the host society in their new 
homeland.”18 Although the Communist Party of Canada has never enjoyed same 
degree of electoral success or influence on matters of public policy as its many sister 
parties in other parts of the world, it nonetheless played a significant role, especially in 
Finnish and other ethnic communities as well as in Canadian resource towns far from 
the metropolitan centres of political and economic power. This ethnic and geographic 
profile helps to explain, in part, the relative invisibility of the party’s contributions to 
Canadian political life and culture. It is hoped that the minutes below contribute to a 
fuller understanding of this period of left and labour history and of the Finnish-Canadian 
experience. 
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Finnish Socialist Organization’s Third Representative Assembly Minutes 

Comrade A.T. Hill, Finnish Socialist Organization Secretary, opened the assembly, 
explaining how enormous changes have taken place within the international working-
class movement since the last representative assembly, changes which have given the 
revolutionary movement a new foundation. Consequently, this assembly must take 
these into account and build our Organization’s agitational and educational program on 
a new basis by affiliating our Organization, which has operated independently for some 
time, to the Workers’ Party of Canada. He hoped that the assembly would engage in 
fruitful work, and not waste time in futile, insignificant quarrels on small matters; asking 
at the same time if anyone challenged the legality of the assembly. Hearing none he 
welcomed the representatives and declared the assembly officially open. The Secretary 
announced the following elected representatives present: 

Toronto and St. Catharines area representative J.W. Ahlqvist 

Central Ontario area representatives J. Järvi and John Stohlberg 

North Ontario area representative J. Lund 

Port Arthur and surrounding region area representatives D. Bohm and Sanna Kannasto 

Saskatchewan and Manitoba area representative I. Wester 

Alberta and B.C. area representative Arthur Snikkar  

Also in attendance were Editor H. Puro and Business Manager J.V. Kannasto of the 
Organization’s newspaper Vapaus, joined by Executive Committee representative J.V. 
Latva and the Organization’s Secretary A.T. Hill who were invited to be present at the 
assembly by the Executive Committee, these four enjoying only speaking and 
presentation rights. 

After this Comrades J.W. Ahlqvist and Arthur Snikkar were chosen as the assembly 
chairmen. 

Comrade J.W. Ahlqvist took the chair, observing the situation in which the Organization 
has been forced to be in recent times, functioning independently, which our opponents 
have tried to use against us, notwithstanding the fact that we have never had the 
intention of operating as a mere ethnic Organization. Even through difficult 
circumstances we have tried to work for the advancement of the socialist movement 
and now we again have the opportunity to do so. This assembly can unite the 
Organization as an integral part of the class conscious Canadian working-class 
movement and, through it, as a part of the international proletarian movement. 

The chair read the agenda drafted by the Executive Committee, which was approved. 

 



 

Representative Assembly Agenda 

1. Selection of officers: a) 2 chairs, b) recording secretary and assistant recording 
secretary, c) 2 minute checkers. 

2. Selection of the following committees: 

a) Resolutions Committee, 3 members 

b) Press Committee, 3 members 

c) Agitation Committee, 3 members 

d) Rules Committee, 3 members 

e) Finance Committee, 3 members 

3. Executive Committee and Secretary activity reports and financial statement, 
along with review 

4. Affiliation to the Workers' Party of Canada and our attitude to it 

Proposals: Sault Ste. Marie, Cobalt, Central Ontario area representative assembly, Port 
Arthur and surrounding region area committee, Sudbury, Lake Cateau, Salmon Arm, 
Sointula, Bowie, Coteau Hill, Mond. 

5. Vapaus newspaper 

a) Business Manager’s activity report 

Proposals from Timmins, Cobalt, Sault Ste. Marie. 

b) Editor’s activity report and review 

Proposals: Port Arthur and surrounding region area committee, Sault Ste. Marie, 
Timmins, Lake Cateau, Salmon Arm, South Porcupine. 

6.  The Organization of Agitation Work 

a) General proposals relative to this: Sault Ste. Marie, Lake Cateau, Nummola, 
Salmon Arm, Sudbury, Coteau Hill. 

b) Child and Youth Education: 

Proposals: Executive Committee, Central Ontario representative assembly, 
Toronto and North Branch Locals. 

c) Women’s Organization 

7. Formation of District Committees: 

Proposal: Central Ontario area representative assembly. 



 

8. Assisting English-language Agitation 

Proposal: Sudbury 

9. The Incorporation of the Organization’s Assets 

Proposal: Executive Committee 

10. Amendments to Rules 

Proposals: Timmins, Coteau Hill, Port Arthur and surrounding region area 
committee 

11. Työkansa comrade loans: 

Proposal: Timmins 

12. Representative’s per diem 

Proposal: Executive Committee 

13. Minutes of the Previous Representative Assembly 

14. Disposal of assets of former New Finland Local 

15. New Business. 

We propose that the assembly opens and 9 o’clock in the morning, break from 12 to 1, 
and the assembly closes at 6 in the evening. The evening session will be decided 
separately each day. 

We propose that I. Peltonen be approved as sergeant-at-arms. 

We propose that a) only Organization members be given rights to be seated at the 
assembly, b) speaking and voting rights only be given to representatives, with the 
exception of speaking rights to the Vapaus Editor and Business Manager and the 
Executive Committee representative and Secretary.  

A.T. Hill and J.V. Latva were chosen as recording secretaries. 

It was decided to draft condensed proposal, decision, and resolution minutes. 

Comrades Sanna Kannasto and J. Lund were chosen as minute checkers. 

The following members were chosen to serve on the committees proscribed in the 
agenda: 

Resolutions Committee: J.W. Ahlqvist, Arthur Snikkar, and H. Puro 

Press Committee: J. Järvi, D. Bohm, and Arthur Snikkar 

Agitation Committee: I. Wester, J. Lund, and Sanna Kannasto 



 

Rules Committee: J. Stohlberg, D. Bohm, and A.T. Hill 

Finance Committee: J.W. Ahlqvist and J. Stohlberg 

The Executive Committee proposal to seat only Organization members was approved 
and Executive Committee sergeant-at-arms Comrade K.I. Peltonen was approved to 
ensure that only Organization members are present at the assembly. 

It was decided that the assembly minutes will be published in an abridged proposal, 
decision, and resolution form. Comrade H. Puro will report on the assembly in the 
Vapaus. 

The Organization’s Secretary A.T. Hill read the activity reports from the years 1918-
1921 and financial reports from the same period, as follows: 

The Finnish Canadian Socialist Organization's Executive Committee Activity and 
Financial Reports 

For the Organization’s representative assembly, held in Toronto, February 15, 
1922 

The situation and activity following the last representative assembly – our 
relationship to the country’s majority population 

The last representative assembly was held in a time of rising revolutionary struggle. The 
situation then, and also the following period, was reactionary the world over. For the 
Canadian working class, especially for immigrants and Finnish workers, the situation 
was dismal. Our activity and newspaper banned, buried, and burned. The scarce 
echoes of world events were censored. It was a dark, oppressive period like the time of 
Russification. 

The international working-class, having suffered the shipwreck of opportunism, began to 
emerge from this morass guided by the flames of the revolutionary situation. Reaction 
and misery accelerate struggle and the question of struggle demands a tight front with 
military discipline. The oppressed of the world lacked this. The formation of the 
Communist International was a necessity for broadening the avalanche, which began 
with the Russian Revolution, into a world revolution. It emerged as the leading front of 
the revolution, but its international revolutionary strength was still too weak and the 
revolution’s wave of attack ceased for the moment. International capitalism gained 
space for scheming and in its fury attacked over the battlefront, forcing the revolution 
and workers of different lands to defend their rights. Following the first congress of the 
Communist International, communist parties were to be formed. The objective of the 
second congress of the Communist International was the further formation of 
communist parties and the strengthening of the movement. By the Third Congress there 
were communist parties nearly everywhere and now it was paramount for the 
inseparable work of gathering these working-class groups in order to again advance the 



 

world revolution. The Communist International must begin in all lands to unite different 
groups into the widest mass movement on the basis of theory and practice, into the 
struggle on the essential questions of the day. By concentrating the power of the 
working class against the blind attacks of capitalism into a defensive condition, this 
process will be broadened into a revolutionary attack defeating capitalism and towards 
communism through the power of workers’ councils. 

This process has played its part in Canada as well, and our Organization had to pass 
through many of these stages. As such, a detailed account would make this report too 
extensive, so in the following we will content ourselves with only mentioning the general 
features of several wide-ranging circumstances. 

The last representative assembly ordered the Executive Committee, along with the 
Party Executive, to draft a theoretical and practical program on the basis of 
revolutionary class struggle toward the prospective collective action of working-class 
party forces throughout the land. 

The Executive Committee began to work in this direction, but before we had time to 
devote attention to our project more comprehensively, the enactment of the Order-in-
Council struck a blow, declaring among others the Social Democratic Party of Canada 
illegal, to which our Organization had belonged. After a time the ban on our Party was 
lifted, but the Finnish Socialist Organization directly took its place, systematically 
attacked under the leadership of collaborators and their minions in Port Arthur, sending 
quotes from our books, newspapers, and somehow acquiring our circulars in addition to 
providing misinformation (the same was done to other ethnicities by shady souls), which 
was ultimately presented by the government as an obvious justification for the Order-in-
Council ban, and the shameful deprivation of the freedom of association from the 
working class in general, and from immigrants in particular. 

The situation, however, did not permit us to remain inactive and for this reason the 
Executive Committee deliberated on the resumption of operations. Regaining rights for 
our Organization required comprehensive correspondence with the government, the 
presentation of which is unnecessary, and on the other hand advanced by the 
government through secret diplomatic correspondence, showing its reactionary 
character. Finally we submitted a letter and draft regulations to the government under 
the name of the Finnish Organization which was eventually authorised and thus a 
temporary form for independent activity was obtained. These rules came into effect 
through the approval of the membership as operations resumed. 

As the situation began to ease a little, we began to immediately consider how to 
organize activity in the future. We discussed different options, and finally presented the 
following to the membership for consideration: 

1) The reformation of the Social Democratic Party 

2) Affiliation to the Socialist Party of Canada 



 

3) Affiliation to the Labor Parties of the different provinces 

4) The temporary preservation of independence and voluntary formation as a One 
Big Union propaganda organization. 

The Social Democratic Party held its winter 1919 congress with the aim of reorganizing, 
but it nonetheless was unable to rise to become the organization of the country’s 
majority population, while on the other hand it took an impossibilist position which 
hastened its dissolution, so its reformation consequently proved to be insignificant to the 
Canadian working-class movement. 

We inquired about the Socialist Party’s conditions for affiliation, in relation to its relative 
strengths, and position on the Third International. It became clear from their response 
that they were unwilling to take definite stand on the international question and owing to 
its small membership, we would have been forced to be under reactionary minority 
control, which we did not regard as being useful to the Canadian revolutionary working-
class movement in its entirety. 

We regarded affiliation to the Labor Parties as a step backwards as they are not 
revolutionary class parties, but rather parliamentary reform parties lacking any greater 
significance.     

The worldwide turning point impacted Canada slowly and this compelled the 
development of independent positions while awaiting the rise of a steadfast 
revolutionary class organization. However, the One Big Union emerged as one 
manifestation of the rise of the underclass in Canada, and it is as such that we 
positioned ourselves to support and promote its activity. 

The membership decisively supported the latter by referendum, and activity was 
concentrated on this basis by a corresponding program and rules. Naturally, in this 
respect, work with various working-class elements has been complicated by a biased 
opposition. 

However, we continued to strive to reach a firm Party relationship with the country’s 
working masses under the principles and tactical program of the Third International. 
Until last spring we still enquired about the Canadian Socialist Party Executive 
Committee's orientation to the international question and the response was that it was 
being considered, but it was not known when or what the decision would be. So the 
same position as two years prior. We no longer wished for anything from them so far as 
the question of advancing the centralization of the revolutionary class was concerned. In 
our opinion the Western labour newspaper B.C. Federationist best and most closely 
sought to present a clear revolutionary mass movement position, and because of this, 
when it was in distress we helped with a $50.00 donation from the funds of the 
Organization and also, by appealing to the membership of different Locals, direct 
donations were made and work was done to distribute the paper. Similar efforts have 



 

been made to assist the efforts other foreign-language groups whose purpose has been 
work on the aforementioned basis.  

The worsening of the unemployment situation and many other factors demonstrated to 
foreign-language comrades, who had recently tried to work in different localities through 
independent agitation groups, that without a strong centralized organization their efforts 
would have no broader significance. So last summer the necessity for centralization 
under a common leadership became obvious, and we for our part immediately 
emphasized it. In the autumn a definite, unanimous view was established in different 
places which led to the most radical elements in Toronto publishing the newspaper The 
Workers Guard, through which we began to promote the issue of work and affiliation on 
the basis of the Third International. As a result of the repeated pressures exerted on the 
editorial office, it convened a conference on December 11 to which were invited, among 
others, representatives of our Organization along with our newspaper’s Editor. The 
conference adopted the basis for an interim program, as set out in the invitation, and 
drew up temporary rules, selecting a provisional organizing committee tasked with 
calling a founding party convention within three months, by which time the centralization 
of activity on a national scale will be attempted so that we can formally begin working as 
a federal party. We immediately realized that a mutually understood revolutionary class 
centralization is possible and its vitality to be established on the basis, which we had 
patiently sought, so we boldly began assisting in organizing and advancing interim 
activities, and together with the December 26th meeting it was decided to begin close 
collaboration with the Workers' Party of Canada provisional organizing committee, and 
approved the following resolutions concerning affiliation: 

1. That on behalf of the Finnish Socialist Organization, the Executive Committee 
submit an application to the Workers' Party of Canada provisional organizing 
committee; that the Finnish Socialist Organization be admitted as an affiliated 
organization with the rights and responsibilities as defined in the Workers' Party 
of Canada interim program and rules. 

2. That the Finnish Socialist Organization’s condensed representative assembly will 
definitively review and make a decision on formal affiliation. 

3. That the Finnish Socialist Organization temporarily, from the beginning of the 
year to its representative assembly, contribute $100.00 a month to finance the 
Workers' Party of Canada. 

At its December 28th meeting the party organizing committee approved our interim 
relationship for the Organization to begin functioning as a section of the Party in 
accordance with our resolutions. 

The party organizing committee called the convention for February 17 in Toronto. 

The convention will have representatives from branches of all industrial centres, the 
Finnish Socialist Organization and Ukrainian Labor Temple, and will officially organize a 



 

Canadian national workers’ class organization, to be built on the principles of the Third 
International. Over five thousand organized workers will be represented at the 
convention and the number of representatives has climbed to nearly sixty.  

Our Organization has the right to send ten representatives to this convention. 

We propose that the representative assembly officially make the decision to affiliate our 
Organization as a section of the Workers' Party of Canada. 

Agitation Work 

We have not been able to carry out the last representative assembly's plans for 
agitation work on as broad a scale as would have been desired. The work has suffered 
mostly due to the fact that lecture courses have not been organized within the last year 
aside from smaller ones in Cobalt, Sudbury, and Sault Ste. Marie where Puro, 
Hautamäki, and the Secretary serve as lecturers. During the time of the last 
representative assembly Sefa Lepistö was the travelling speaker and continued in that 
role, but had to stop immediately as the result of the tense political situation. The same 
occured with plans for Elis Sulkanen's tour. Next, Sanna Kannasto began touring from 
September 1919 until February 1920 in the West where she was jailed on her way to 
Minda. She resumed on September 15 and has been touring the Western provinces this 
year, ending her last trip on November 27. K.K. Hakola travelled as the Organization's 
speaker from June 22 to October 25, 1920. A. Hautamäki has toured Ontario this year, 
first travelling in the Port Arthur area between April 10 and May 15, and another tour in 
the same area between June 8 and July 9. He began his trip from Ontario to the West 
on November 24 and remains in the service of the Organization. 

The following have served as temporary speakers and organizers for the Organization: 

In 1919 Alhqvist toured Northern Ontario. 

P. Katainen, toured the Port Arthur area for a month in the spring of 1919 as did M. 
Kivari for a month in the autumn of 1919 in the same area. V. Nelson (Perttilä), who was 
a Finnish exile visiting from Stockholm, travelled to the largest communities in Ontario 
over the period of a month in the spring of 1920. In the late summer A.T. Hill toured for 
a month as a cottage agitator in the Port Arthur area and, while visiting Canada, Eemeli 
Parras toured Ontario for a month in the fall of 1920. The Secretary has gone on trips 
around Central and Northern Ontario, as well as Sault Ste. Marie, travelling for a period 
of about two months. 

There have been difficulties obtaining speakers, mainly due to the fact that there has 
been no opportunity to get them from Canada, and acquiring speakers from the United 
States has been difficult recently because the schism and confusing situation has 
occupied the time of everyone who could have otherwise been available. Individuals 
who have come on short visits have been too cautious in fully expressing themselves. 
Speakers and organizers have generally fulfilled their tasks adequately and received 



 

satisfactory reviews and testimonials. Comrade Hakola was criticized as the weakest, 
but nothing more serious was expressed in this respect. 

The Organization has paid $6520.64 in maintaining travelling speakers. Collections and 
book sales amounted to $3031.13. – The deficit for the Organization’s treasury is 
$3,489.51. 

Youth and Child Education 

The Organization’s last representative assembly adopted the following resolution: 

The representative assembly resolves that: since the youth are the safeguard of the 
future, a three person committee be selected to initiate youth education, who will be 
primarily responsible for making the necessity of youth education known, using the 
party’s newspaper and other possible means as vehicles, and if Locals emerge that 
seek guidance in establishing Sunday Schools, this committee may take steps to obtain 
teachers in collaboration with the Executive Committee. All such expenses shall be paid 
from the Organization’s treasury. 

The following individuals were selected to the committee (whose addresses are): O. 
Otava, Sointula, B.C., Elina Arffman, Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, and E. Ollikkala, 
607 Simpson St., Fort William, Ontario. 

The committee published its plans in relation to the issue of education, and they 
attempted to put them into practice, but again the aforementioned government pressure 
disrupted implementation. It is amusing to note, in connection to this, that the dark 
collaborators devoted so much attention to the issue of youth education that they, 
among other things, sent to the government a copy of a song from our songbook whose 
tune mimics God Save the King, which the government declared to be a criminal 
offense against the ideals of Canadian patriotism.     

In 1920 we began to reorganize, but the lack of capable people made the realization of 
this initiative on a large scale impossible. At the same time, over the last year attempts 
have been made to remedy the issue, resulting in the formation of youth Locals and 
summer Sunday Schools for children in some locations, which remain active. We have 
planned to organize courses in central locations in different areas that Locals could 
assist by providing enthusiastic comrades, thus building a unified, active capacity to 
guide local action. We enquired about many individuals performing this work last 
summer. Recently we received a response from one individual we enquired about, who 
has promised to help with teaching courses that we have planned for the early spring. 

Now that we are able to organize activity with comrades speaking other languages as 
well, we believe that it is possible and at the same time necessary to create a unified 
plan in this respect, to dissolve youth activity into the country’s majority population and 
work as a force to attract English-speaking youth to the revolutionary class struggle 
front. 



 

Last autumn our Organization began forming reading and speaker training circles with 
the purpose of integrating their work, so that with the help of these circles we can 
increase the general level of knowledge and operational vitality of the membership. 
These circles are already active in several larger Locals and they have been provided 
with instructions through circulars and, in cooperation with the central office of the 
Finnish Socialist Federation of the United States, have acquired speech outlines on key 
contemporary issues. To be distributed are the last 10 conditions for membership in the 
Comintern and the most important sections of the theses of the Red International of 
Labor Unions. 

The Publishing of Informational and Agitational Literature 

Given that it was being produced in another printing press, the Vapaus could not take 
on larger print jobs, aside from our annual publications. We were able to hope for more 
after the Vapaus obtained its own press. In this regard, we have decided to directly 
publish the following books ourselves: Science and Revolution, Reds and Whites, 
Reunion (Jälleennäkeminen), and the Theses of the Comintern. Some of these are 
already on the market, but are being worked on and will be completed shortly. In 
regards to this, we have been forced to consider the small size of our printing press 
when planning the publication of many works and have abandoned many valuable but 
tremendously demanding works. 

The Organization’s Newspaper – the Vapaus 

At the last representative assembly, the Executive Committee assumed control over the 
Vapaus newspaper and, accordingly, we have tried to take care of promotion and 
overseeing the publication of the newspaper. A detailed history of all different phases of 
the newspaper would be interesting, but since it would make this report too long, we will 
focus only on its main features. Immediately after the representative assembly, the 
aforementioned government persecution caused the suppression of the newspaper in 
September 1918, so the Executive Committee had to suspend the business and 
arrange for the management of assets, temporarily, until the newspaper could resume 
publication.  

When the legal restrictions were lessened our adversary, the Canadan Uutiset 
newspaper, was given authorization to publish bilingually but permission was denied to 
the Vapaus. A petition was circulated to organized workers in Canada, which resulted in 
the removal of restrictions so that foreign-language publications could publish in one 
language provided that two copies of all printed material were sent to the censor. At our 
meeting on April 9, 1919 it was decided to send the Secretary to make arrangements for 
the publication of the newspaper and to put the bookstore in order. The newspaper 
began to be printed at the Sudbury News press. Comrade H. Puro became Editor and 
remains in this role. Former Vapaus reporter H. Juntanen was chosen as Business 
Manager, who was replaced temporarily by P. Katainen at year’s end, until J.V. 



 

Kannasto, who arrived at the end of February, was selected as Business Manager and 
has remained in this role continually since then. 

The question of establishing a printing press for the Vapaus and the expansion of the 
newspaper was already discussed at the last representative assembly, and the 
advancement of the matter was left to the Executive Committee to decide when this 
would be possible. 

During the years of persecution the Executive Committee could not devote more 
attention to the issue independently. In 1919 the issue was raised again and Locals 
were invited to consider the question. 

The demand, made at the Sudbury District One Big Union Lumber Workers convention 
in the winter of 1920, that the Vapaus be transformed into a joint-stock company led to 
negotiations, proposals, and demands from our Locals as well, finally forcing a 
membership referendum on the following questions: 

A. Do you agree that the Vapaus be formed into a publishing company? 

B. Do you agree that the company be incorporated with $20,000.00 in capital? 

C. Do you agree that current Vapaus assets be used for the purchase of shares, if 
the decision is made to transform the business into a company? 

D. Do you agree that the Executive Committee be responsible for the Organization’s 
shares and, on this basis, oversee the company’s affairs between representative 
assemblies? 

E. If you do not agree to the establishment of a publishing company, then do you 
accept that the Executive Committee be given the right to purchase machinery 
and establish our own printing press when an advantageous opportunity arises? 

F. Do you agree that the Vapaus be expanded? 

1) Four pages, three times per week? 

2) Six to eight pages, two times per week? 

G. If our own printing press is established, where should it be located? 

Sudbury – Port Arthur – Fort William 

The Executive Committee adopted a position against the formation of a joint-stock 
company. The results of the referendum, August 22, were 1) that the Executive 
Committee would be given the right to purchase machinery and establish a printing 
press for the Vapaus, when an advantageous opportunity arises 2) that the Vapaus 
would be expanded to 3) four pages, three times a week and 4) that the printing press 
be located in Sudbury. 



 

The press, where the Vapaus was printed, increased the printing costs to intolerable 
levels, which on November 28, 1920 ultimately forced the realization of the decision by 
the membership to purchase a press. In February of last year we moved to our own 
press, and at the February 13 meeting it was decided to begin publishing the 
newspaper three times per week beginning in August. On March 27 comrade J. W. Slup 
was chosen as an apprentice editor from among seven applicants, and remains in this 
role. 

The rules drafted by the Rules Committee chosen at the last representative assembly, 
with respect to the operation and control of the business, were approved and remained 
as such until  we moved to our own press and the newspaper was expanded, resulting 
in the rules being renewed and amended, as they appear at the end of this report. 

As specified in the rules, the management of the business has been under the auspices 
of the Executive Committee, just as matters related to editorials have been 
accomplished through negotiation and correspondence, and mutual understanding and 
agreement have prevailed between the newspaper and the Executive Committee. 
Furthermore, it is the opinion of the Executive Committee that everything so far has 
proved to be pragmatic and received more diverse consideration, and with many 
important questions this has been strictly necessary. We hope that the representative 
assembly again regard the control of the newspaper by the Executive Committee as 
indispensable and of benefit to the business and the Organization. 

Membership Count 

At the time of our last representative assembly we had 3036 members, but the 
governmental assault disrupted our operations, and at the end of the war comrades 
employed in the mining industry had to move from their communities in search of new 
labor markets resulting in the mine workers’ Locals in Garson, Crean Hill, and Bellevue 
ceasing activity. Kaministiquia, Radway Centre, White Lake, and Lund ceased activity 
on their own accord. When our Organization reformed, Vancouver, Koitto, Thorhild, and 
Sioux Lookout did not rejoin although they remained in operation. Ladysmith joined but 
departed immediately. Thus at the beginning of 1919 there were 50 Locals and 1990 
members. At the end of 1919 Locals in Albion, Rowan, and Worthington ceased 
operations so that there were 47 Locals and 2011 members. At the beginning of 1920, 
the wrecking work of some Wobblies biased against our Organization, acting in the 
name of the One Big Union, mostly impacted the vicinity around Port Arthur. As a result 
the Port Arthur Local ceased activity, leaving only 46 Locals with a membership of 1743. 
At the end of the same year new Locals were formed in Waters Township and Long 
Lake, while White Fish renewed activity. The number of Locals increased to 49, but the 
membership totalled only 1619 members. The drop in membership was naturally 
impacted by the same causes as at the beginning of the year. In addition, it became 
apparent that several industrial sectors had been impacted by the beast of 
unemployment, which many had waited for to soon be over with a return to the “good 



 

times.” Early last year (1921) it began to be clear to comrades that current 
unemployment was, after all, not of a passing quality but a constant, and on the other 
hand, the experience of revolutionary struggles tore confused concepts apart, and for 
many workers the forms of action and reality of the matter became clear. So new Locals 
were formed for our Organization: Burritt, Wanup, North Branch, and Freedale, while 
Port Arthur and Kirkland Lake began to operate again. The Chase Lake Local ceased 
activity. The number of Locals grew to 57 with a membership of 2084. 

In the last half of the year, Locals in Canmore, Sicamous, and Creighton have folded, 
and the Fort Frances Local is paralyzed indefinitely. A new Local was formed in 
Rosegrove and the comrades in Ladysmith formed a Local of our Organization at the 
very beginning of the year. Now the Organization has 56 Locals and a membership of 
2216. We have formed agitation committees directly in collaboration with the 
Organization in New Finland, Sioux Lookout, and Kaministiquia which, based on their 
membership figures could become Locals, but are regarded as being more beneficial to 
remain as agitation committees for the time being for their development and the 
eradication of deep-rooted bias. However, it is certain that we will at the first opportunity 
have Locals in those places. Similarly, we are waiting for Vancouver and Chase River 
comrades to join us.  

Area Committees 

Our Organization currently has two active Area Committees. 

The Central Ontario Area Committee dissolved and the Regional Council ceased 
activity as the result of government persecution, but were able to reorganize in March 
1919 and have been in continuous operation since then. It has managed the assets of 
defunct Locals and organized agitation. In order to raise funds for agitation work an 
Area tax has been levied on the membership and a summer festival held annually. More 
serious attention has been paid to organizing lectures and the work of revitalizing the 
children’s summer school, especially last year. 

The Port Arthur region Area Committee also dissolved and activity was dormant until 
a circular last February stirred the area Locals into reforming their Area Committee, 
which, however was finally established last May, when the Secretary visited there. Now 
activity has proved to be livelier; the regional secretary has been touring as a cottage 
agitator and speakers have lectured at area Locals, and generally the work of agitation 
has received the attention befitting its purpose. Regular collaboration with the central 
office has been achieved recently through reports and correspondence. 

The Executive Committees and Secretaries 

In 1918, the Executive Committee consisted of Latva, Slup, Keinonen, Peltonen, 
Korhonen and Pulkkinen and Secretary Ahlqvist. Pulkkinen and Korhonen resigned 
from the Executive Committee at the start of the government persecution and at the 



 

moment of our Organization’s downturn, so five remained who formed as a temporary 
trust to manage assets.  

At the end of 1919, Latva, Keinonen, Peltonen, Slup, Säilä and Kanerva were elected to 
the Executive. When Kanerva left his locality, he was replaced by the first deputy 
member M. Hytti. Ahlqvist was elected Secretary.  

21 meetings were held, which resulted in 242 motions. 

For the year 1920, Latva, Ahlqvist, Slup, Peltonen, Keinonen and Hytti were elected by 
the membership, and P. Katainen was elected Secretary. 

In that year 34 meetings were held forming 312 motions. 

For the year 1921, Latva, Ahlqvist, Slup, Pirttinen, Hanna Kuosmanen and B. 
Toukoniemi were elected by the membership. When Toukoniemi refused to accept the 
position, the first deputy member, Keskinen, was called to take his place at beginning of 
the year. In April when Slup moved to the Vapaus, E. Rautiainen was called to replace 
him, and when Hanna Kuosmanen declared her unwillingness to take part in the work of 
the Executive Committee, J. Hill was invited to replace her in November. A.T. Hill was 
elected Secretary. 

In that year 25 meetings were held, which formed 366 motions. 

Play Directory 

In 1920, the Sault Ste. Marie Local proposed the establishment of a common play 
library, but after reflection, a decision made by the Locals modified the idea so that a 
play directory be compiled which will include the plays of every Local, thus allowing 
Locals to lend plays to each other. Drafting and writing this, along with other work, took 
the Secretary several months. 

The Organization's Assets 

At the time of the last representative assembly, the assets of the Organization included 
33 Locals that had their own halls with a reported value of $121,009.49, the value of 
movables was $36,094.02, totaling $157,103.51. Debts were reported to be $47,324.40, 
for a remaining total of joint assets above debts of $109,778.81. We have not been able 
to compile currents statistics since the assembly needed to be organized quickly. 
However, the value of our assets has increased constantly through the construction of 
new halls etc. 

The assets of defunct Locals have been managed by the Executive Committee through 
Area Committees or other Locals, as well as being transformed into cash through the 
sale of the assets of former Locals in Central Ontario and in Bellevue in the west. In 
Port Arthur we thought it would be more advantageous to shift the shares owned by the 
Organization to the local One Big Union Central Committee and Support Ring, as the 



 

local comrades proved to be powerless to maintain activity on the premises. Movable 
assets are still in the hands of the Organization, although they are still available for use 
by the One Big Union Support Ring. The sale of these assets has been handled through 
correspondence, but thus far no decisive decisions have been made by local comrades. 

The last representative assembly made the following proposal with respect to the 
question of the incorporation of Local assets: 

After hearing the Secretary of the Organization and the invited expert Mr. Jacob 
Järvinen's statements about the incorporation of Local assets, the meeting decides to 
oblige those Locals in Ontario, whose ownership is uncertain, to incorporate their 
property under the "Ontario Companies Act". 

As far as other provinces are concerned, the best procedure for the time being is to 
incorporate Local assets under the so-called "trusts" regulations, or Company Law. 

The Executive Committee has an obligation to assist Locals with the incorporation 
question if asked for advice. 

Assistance on the part of the Executive Committee has been provided through the 
provision of instructions. However, experience has shown that even these forms are not 
suitable for preserving the control of the Organization. That is why we are proposing 
that the representative assembly take steps to incorporate the Organization by 
attempting to get a law passed in the Dominion Parliament for this purpose. 

A Report on the Status of the Organization's Accounts 

At the time of the last representative assembly the Organization's treasury had 
$12,496.50 and $3,470.64 in assets above debts – in the same year, September 30, 
1918 there was $3,541.25 in revenue, expenses $6,044.90, $9,992.85 in the treasury, 
and $3,969.97 in assets above debts. On June 30, 1919 there was $6,773.86 in 
revenue, expenses $11,778.65, $4,993.06 in the treasury, and $4,243.81 in assets 
above debts. – February 29, 1920 there was $7,740.83 in revenue, expenses 
$8,385.70, $4,348.19 in the treasury, and $4,147.43 in assets above debts. – June 30 
there was $4,219.52 in revenue, expenses $2,861.39, $5,706.32 in the treasury, and 
$3,756.41 in assets above debts. December 31 there was $3,107.46 in revenue, 
expenses $5,372.22, $3,441.56 in the treasury, and $3,383.37 in assets above debts. – 
June 30, 1921 there was $6,618.59 in revenue, expenses $6,871.17, $3,688.98 in the 
treasury, and $2,674.76 in assets over debts, and the year-end accounts are settled in 
the report as follows: (revenue $8,842.93, expenses $8,198.04, treasury $4,333.87, and 
$2,421.94 in assets about debts.)  

 

 

 



 

Työkansa Comrade Loans 

At the time of the last representative assembly, $27,448.55 was overseen of which 
$10,471.29 was paid, leaving $16,977.26. Due to the deprivation of the Organization's 
right to association in 1919, we were forced to suspend taking care of payments. 

When activity resumed the membership formally decided to begin repayments, so in 
addition to the $335.00 that was overseen the amount remaining was $17,312.26. (Total 
amount $27,783.55.) This was to be paid out, according to the original decision, so that 
the debt could be settled in 10 years. The annual settlements increased proportionately, 
so it was possible to reduce the debt by a total of $5,412.69, with $11,889.57 remaining. 
There are several Locals that have not been in a position to settle their annual 
contributions. Referendum proposals have also been made to dismiss all or a part of 
their payment, but there has been no referendum due to an absence of support.  

Arrangements with the Finnish Socialist Federation of America 

There have been insurmountable obstacles to completely realizing the plans of the last 
representative assembly. However, in all matters we have sought to negotiate with 
mutual understanding and strengthen activities through the continual exchange of 
minutes. On behalf of the Executive Committee, in 1920 a representative was sent to 
request assistance in the repayment of Työkansa comrade loans, which resulted in the 
representative assembly passing a resolution on the necessity of assistance. 
Unfortunately, it has only produced $704.63. 

Aid and Collections 

Collections to assist Red Finnish Orphans have been abundant, up to the last 
representative assembly $6,091.70 was collected and $73.50 afterwards – a total of 
$6,165.20, which was disbursed for this purpose at the first appropriate opportunity. 
After the representative assembly, a collection was organized to assist Finnish refugees 
which produced $4,763.11 and was disbursed to the Central Committee in Stockholm. 
Similarly, in accordance with the representative assembly's plan, a collection was 
launched to assist the Finnish Information Bureau in New York, which raised $983.10. 
As repayment, the Bureau representative S. Nuorteva acted directly for our 
Organization, travelling to Ottawa, among other things, the merit and impact of which 
was not minimal in regaining rights for our Organization. – $3,739.51 was collected to 
defend those accused of supposedly violating the Order-in-Council regulations in 
addition to the collection of funds to the local defense committee for those imprisoned in 
Port Arthur and Fort William, disbursed to the defense fund in Winnipeg. Recall that 
imprisonments occurred first in Minda, Alberta as well as in Toronto, Cobalt, Sault Ste. 
Marie, Sudbury, Fort William, and Port Arthur. Sentences in different cases ranged 
between $50 and $2,000 dollar fines or imprisonment between a month and five years. 
Fines were paid for the most part, but the appeals organized by the Executive 
Committee freed those convicted in Sault Ste. Marie just as the sentences in Sudbury 



 

against those connected to the Vapaus were appealed and ultimately dropped. Next, 
$1,139.76 was collected for the defense fund of Sanna Kannasto, the jailed 
Organization speaker who was informed on by an Estonian priest. Sanna Kannasto was 
ordered to be deported but actions taken by the Executive Committee and, especially 
the impact of women in Port Arthur, succeeded in preventing this. We also assisted the 
Russian and Ukrainian Medical Relief committee collection, but the funds were 
transferred directly to the committee through the central office. At the beginning of 1921 
$2,973.32, as well as some clothes, was collected to assist Red Finnish Orphans, which 
was sent to the party committee of the Socialist Workers Party of Finland to be 
disbursed for this purpose. – It became necessary to launch a collection to help mitigate 
the famine in Soviet Russia last September and $5,306.24 has been disbursed to the 
central office, our Organization being one of the groups leading this work in the 
Canadian Friends of Soviet Russia association, through which the funds have been 
disbursed for this purpose. Around $3,600.00 has been collected so far to assist those 
in need in the Karelian Labor Commune, of which $1,810.20 has been disbursed 
through the central office. Following the order of the Karelian Labour Commune 
executive committee it was decided to immediately send funds to representative H. 
Hurmevaara in Sweden, and the other portion through comrade Puro who has taken 
care of the sale of “bonds”. In addition to these, there have been other smaller 
collections totaling $265.75. The total amount of all collections is $27,136.09. 

Concluding Statement 

As briefly outlined above, since the last representative assembly the Executive 
Committee has had to deal with a number of issues and questions that have wide-
ranging significance with respect to our current and future activity. Whether we have 
served in accordance with the interests of the revolutionary workers mass movement 
will be left for you to decide.  

We have encountered many difficulties that we have tried to remedy when they have 
appeared and when possible. Many factors have limited our activities. In resolving 
emerging internal disputes we have been as circumspect as possible in accordance 
with our authority and tried to do right. The demands of tighter organizational discipline 
are essential. 

Misunderstandings and prejudice have often impacted the work that we do. 
Nonetheless, it is through collective effort that we have moved forward. Rich, eventful 
experiences have taught that we can still expect our Organization to progress towards 
fulfilling its natural mission guided by the doctrine of Marxist socialism.  

In our most important work, agitation, there has been much that has been left undone, 
but as the aforementioned lack of resources and strength has forced us to deliberate 
over and over again in several important situations. This, however, is a matter where 
the intensification of even the best attempts is not excessive. Courses and lectures are 
necessary, reading and speaker training circles provide a base from which to advance 



 

and increase our forces. Our coming activity requires that we take these into further 
consideration, including for the youth; there lies the continual power and enthusiasm for 
our work. 

The new phase of activity is the most important matter for the representative assembly. 
Affiliation as part of a Canadian revolutionary mass movement signifies this. The 
situation obliges our Organization to work solidly on the basis of Comintern doctrines to 
gather Finnish working class elements and dissolve them through common action into 
the revolutionary mass movement of the country. 

We leave our past activity for the judgement of the representative assembly, we are 
prepared to provide further clarification on questions, and we hope that you take them 
into consideration with respect to furthering current opportunities. 

The broad extent of the activity during this period demands, from this point of view, an 
understanding to form the right conclusions as a guide to our coming activity.   

Comradely, 
Finnish Socialist Organization Executive Committee,  
By A. T. Hill, Secretary 
 
The report on the activities of the Organization provided by the Executive Committee for 
the past term was read and reviewed, piece by piece, and a unanimous 
acknowledgement of the work for this period was delivered, the representative 
assembly was especially satisfied by the work that the Executive Committee performed 
during the time that government regulations stripped us of our right to assemble. The 
Executive Committee has fought tirelessly through many difficulties to regain our 
freedom of assembly as an independent organization, such as we have been in recent 
years. 
 
Työkansa comrade loans and matters pertaining to the Copper Cliff Local were moved 
for a separate discussion and an additional $365.00 Työkansa comrade debt item was 
approved. The issue of drafting a special resolution was left for the Resolutions 
Committee.  
 
The dinner time set in the agenda was moved to 5 o’clock, so that the evening session 
begins at 6 and ends at 10 in the evening. 

Comrade Snikkar moves to chair the meeting. 

Affiliation to the Workers’ Party and the Organization's Attitude to it 

We read the following Local proposals: Port Arthur and region and Central Ontario Area 
Committees, Sault Ste. Marie, Cobalt, Sudbury, Lake Cateau, Salmon Arm, Sointula, 
Bowie, Cateau Hill, Mond, and Colemen Locals, all of which had in common the 
objective of affiliating to the aforementioned party, the others differed only in the view 



 

that there should be some conditions which, however, the said party determines and not 
the applicants. 

The evening session began at 6 o'clock. 

On the basis of a broad and multifaceted discussion all representatives unanimously 
supported affiliation to the Workers’ Party. The issue was sent to the Resolutions 
Committee, with the request that membership fees would not increase too much, as all 
Local representatives were informed of the dues question. 

After a brief discussion the party's draft rules were moved to the Rules Committee for 
the purpose of special edits. It was recommended that the membership fee be 40 cents 
and the family dues stamps be put into use, with the distribution being 15 cents to the 
party, 5-10 cents to the Local, and the rest to the Organization. The rules should 
similarly determine the management of the Organization's assets. 

The representative assembly decided unanimously to support the temporary executive 
committee's draft party program. 

Youth Education with the Workers Party 

The Toronto Finnish Socialist Organization Local proposal was read, which after a brief 
discussion was left with the Resolutions Committee, which shall present it to the party 
congress. 

The Vapaus business manager comrade J.V. Kannasto read the following Vapaus 
financial statement: 

Financial Statement 

Vapaus accounts from January 1 to December 31, 1922 

Assets 

Cash.......................................$224.88 
Accounts receivable...............3925.87 
Books, small wares..................937.88 
Work materials.........................484.40 
Furniture.................................1363.58 
Printing equipment...............11539.66 
Vapaus paper..........................182.23 
Copy........................................100.00 
Reds, Whites...........................380.00 
One horn..…………………….…30.00 
Literary books……………….…130.60 
Paid fire insurance………...…..100.00 
Office library…………………...….3.00 
Total:                                    19402.10  
 

 Liabilities 
 
Unpaid wages…………....…...$100.00 
Debts to various people…......4237.52 
From Finnish books……....…….54.45 
To subscribers………....……..2000.00 
Debts, unpaid……………....…..100.00 
Assets at the beginning of this 
accounting period........……..11180.28 
Profit for this accounting 
period………………………….1729.85 
Total:                                    19402.10 



 

 
Profit and Loss Account 

  Expenses 

General Expense Account..…$580.75 
Editorial Staff wages………....3285.00 
Office wages………………….3832.56 
Agents’ fees……………..……3499.20 
Editors’ expenses……………...306.57 
Equipment write-off……………..71.76 
Press equipment write-off…….607.35 
Press Expense Account….….1253.87 
Rent, power, lights……………..712.23 
Audit………………………..……..20.00 
Mail and express mail…….….1134.94 
Bad debt expense………….……65.78 
Vapaus paper……………..….1388.98 
Editorial staff newspapers……...59.04 
Typesetter wages………….…4567.41 
Fire insurance……………….…173.76 
Interest……………………………11.27 
Heating……………………...…..109.50 
Profit for accounting period….1729.85 
 
                                             23614.12 
 

 Revenues 
 
Other newspapers……………….…$1958.66 
Books and trinkets…………………...2682.99 
Contract work…………………………1555.12 
Vapaus………………………………..5964.63 
Advertisements……………………….5380.34 
Donations………………………………...26.20 
Money transfers....…………………....3819.46 
Annual publications...………………….237.90 
Christmas cards………………………..268.25 
Ticket sales…………………………….486.25 
Evening book socials, last year………887.40 
Soihtu……………………………………..72.18 
Reds, Whites work…………………….261.85 
Musical instruments……………………..12.82 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                        23614.12 

 
 

 
Different Profit and Loss Accounts 

 
Other Newspapers 

 
Purchases…………………..4457.86  Sales……………………………..6416.52 
Revenues…………………...1958.66          
            6416.52         6416.52 

Books 
 
Books purchased…………..4594.39  Sales……………………………..6339.50 
Revenues…………………...2682.99             Inventory…………………….…….937.88 
                                             7277.38         7277.38 
 

Contract Work 
 
Purchases…………………….792.97  Sales……………………………..1863.69 
Revenues…………………...1555.12             Inventory…………………….…….484.40 
                                             2348.09         2348.09 
 



 

General Expenses 
 
Expenses …………………….652.11  Recovered………………………….71.36 
                                                                       Losses……………………….…….580.75 

                               652.11                                                   652.11 
 

Vapaus 
 
Purchases…………………..3085.96  Sales……………………………..9050.59 
Revenues…………………...5964.59              
                                            9050.59         9050.59 

 
Vapaus Advertisements 

 
Purchases…………………….125.78  Sales……………………………..5506.12 
Revenues…………………...5380.34              
                                            5506.12         5506.12 

 
Editorial Staff Wages 

 
Paid...............................…...3185.00  Expenses………………………..3285.00 
Unpaid….………………….....100.00              
                                            3285.00                    3285.00 
 

Office Wages 
 
Paid...............................…...3832.56  Expenses………………………..3832.56 
 

Agents’ Fees 
 
Paid...............................…...3499.20  Expenses………………………..3499.20 
 

Editorial Assistance 
 
Paid...............................….....306.57  Expenses………………………....306.57 
 

Office and Editorial Equipment 
 
Purchased and Old Inventory…………..        Inventory……………….………..1363.58 
………………………………..1435.34             Expenses….…………………........71.76              
                                            3285.00                    3285.00 
 

Printing Equipment 
 
Purchases………………….….12148.25        Revenue……………….…………….1.24 

                                                           Inventory….…………………....11539.66 
     5% write-off expense…………….607.35              

                                                12148.25              12148.25      



 

 
    

Donations Account 
 
Revenue...............................…....26.20         Donations received……………..…26.20 
 

Printing Expenses 
 

Paid ……………………………..1277.37 Recovered………………………….23.50 
                                                                       Losses……………………….…..1253.87 

                                      1277.37                  1277.37  
 

Rent, light, and power 
 
Paid...............................…..........712.23 Expenses………………………....306.57 
 

Money Transfers 
 
Paid…………………………54125.99             Received……………….……...57945.45 
Revenue……………………..3819.46              
                                           57945.45                             57945.45  
 

Annual Publications 
 
Purchased……………...……1151.16             Sales……………….………......1389.06 
Revenue……………………….237.90              
                                              1389.06                            1389.06  
 

Christmas Cards 
 
Purchased……………...…….. 414.75             Sales……………….……….......683.00 
Revenue…………………….….268.25              
                                               683.00                                          683.00 
 

Audit 
 
Paid...............................…....200.00          Expenses……………………..…200.00 
 

Mail and Express Mail 
 
Paid...............................……1134.94          Expenses………………………1134.94 
 

         Bad Debt Expense 
 

Losses.………………………...112.48             Recovered………………………….46.70 
                                                                       Straight losses…………….……….65.78 
                                               112.48                                 112.48 

 



 

Ticket Accounts 
 
Revenues......................…….486.32          Received…………………………..486.32 
 

Printing Paper 
 

Purchased…………………..1571.21             Inventory…………………………..182.23 
                                                                       Expenses…………….………….1388.98 
                                             1571.21                               1571.21 
 

Evening Book Socials for 1921 
 
Paid for books……………...…301.68             Received………….……….......1189.08 
Revenue…………………….…887.40              
                                              1189.08                                                             1189.08 
 

Editorial Staff Newspapers 
 
Purchased......................………59.04          Expenses……………………….…59.04 
 

Typesetter Wages 
 
Paid…….........................……4567.41          Expenses………………………4567.41 
 

Fire Insurance 
 

Paid……………………………..237.67 Paid Inventory…………………….100.00 
                                                                       Expenses……………...………….173.76 
                                                237.67                                237.67 
 

Interest 
 

Paid……………………………....73.08 Received……………………..…….48.78 
                                                                       Expenses……………...…………..24.30 
                                                  73.08                                 73.08 
 

Soihtu 
 
Paid……………...……………..764.14             Received………….………........836.32 
Revenue…………………….….72.18 
                                                836.32                              836.32 
 

Heating 
 
Paid..............................………109.50          Expenses……………………….109.50 
 

 
 



 

Reds and Whites 
 
Paid for goods....……………..764.14             Inventory………….………........380.00 
Work…………………….….….261.85 
                                               380.00                                                              380.00 
 

Music Account 
 
Paid……………………….…….82.18  Received…………………………....65.00 
Revenues……………………....12.82             Inventory, one horn..……….……...30.00 
                                             2348.09         2348.09 

 

Trial Balance for the Vapaus Books December 31, 1921 

Money in the bank and in cash……........224.88    
Receivable from different people….........3925.87  
Debts to different people…     4237.52 
Other newspapers………………….........4457.86  6416.52 
Books and trinkets………………............4594.39  6339.50 
Contractor work………………..................792.97  1863.69 
General expenses………………..............652.11  71.36 
Vapaus…………………………...............3085.96  9050.59 
Vapaus advertisements……….................125.78  5506.12 
Editorial Staff wages…………….............3190.00  5.00 
Office wages…………………..............…3842.56  10.00 
Agents’ fees……………………................3515.21  16.01 
Editors’ fees……………………..................306.57 
Finnish books account…….......................425.12  479.57 
Office and Editors’ equipment…..............1435.34 
Press equipment…….........................…12148.25  1.24 
Donations account…………     26.20 
Subscribers’ treasury………     2000.00 
Assets at the start of accounting period......   11180.28 
Printing costs…….....................................1277.37  23.50 
Rent, light, power……..............................…712.23 
Money transfers....……............................54125.99  57945.45 
Annual Publications…...........................….1151.16  1389.06 
Christmas cards………............................…414.75  683.00 
Audit…………………..............................…..200.00 
Mail and express mail….............................1134.94    
Bad debt expense……...........................…..112.48  46.70 
Ticket account………...............................…….7.25  493.57 
Newsprint account………...........................1571.21 
1921 evening book socials account….........301.68  1189.08 
Editors’ newspaper account………….............59.04 
Typesetters’ wages………......................…4567.41 
Fire insurance account……......................…273.76 
Interest account……...............................……73.08  48.78 



 

Editors’ books………...................................….3.00 
Loan account…...............................………1900.00  2000.00 
Soihtu account….................................…….764.14  836.32 
Heating account……....................................109.50 
Reds and Whites……...................................118.15 
Musical instrument account.....................……82.18  65.00 
1922 Book evening socials account…..........146.00  15.40 
                               111939.46  111939.46 
  
J.V. KANNASTO, Business Manager 
 
Auditors’ Statement 
 
To the Vapaus Board of Directors, 
 
Gentlemen, 
 
We have audited the Vapaus books and accounts from December 1921 and we wish to 
notify that they are in order. 
 
Respectfully,  
 Your auditors 
 
 A.R. HENMEN & CO. 
 On behalf of A.R. Henman 
 

Vapaus Business Manager’s Activity Report 
(Presented to the Organization’s representative assembly) 

 
Business in our own press 

 
At the beginning of the last accounting period we had big hopes that we would have our 
business in a definite first-class condition for this accounting period. However, we must 
admit that things have not gone as well as we expected. The business hadn't produced 
but a little over $1700 in profit over the last year. This was hardly brilliant for the period 
of an entire year. But on the other hand, when we take into account the situation, 
especially current general unemployment, under which the business has had to operate, 
we comprehend why we haven't produced more profit. The profit that we have 
generated, was generated primarily in the first half of the year, naturally, since in the last 
half year monthly revenues were about one-third of what they were in the first six 
months and they weren't even a third of what they were in the corresponding months for 
the previous year. One factor for our being able to move forward with such relatively 
small revenues has been that our newspaper has been publishing at our own printing 
press. It is certain that if we had up to now published the Vapaus in another press, even 
only twice a week, our savings would have depleted noticeably or possibly been 



 

exhausted entirely and then we would be living off the Organization's funds, collections, 
loans, or we would have to close the business altogether. In the other press, for a twice 
weekly paper we paid $240.00 in printing costs, which was $1040.00 per month. If we 
had then published the Vapaus three times weekly, expenses would have decreased, 
relatively, to $1560.00 per month and this is not far away from what we have exchanged 
in a few months, not counting cash revenues. So printing the newspaper in another 
press would have been so expensive that it would have taken all revenues, leaving 
nothing for other expenses such as editorial and office staff wages, rent, light, heat etc. 
At the same time, since we have printed our paper at our own press, for many times 
less than at another press, we have had the opportunity to do other work that has 
noticeably increased revenues. We have already released Soihtu from our own press 
twice, we have made hundreds of dollars in all kinds of contract work, we have created 
large amounts of Christmas cards, prepared the book Reds and Whites which at the 
end of the year was nearly complete, and at this writing, the Theses of the Third 
International is complete, and the book Science and Revolution has been typeset and 
another new book is being typeset. All of this has been done without having to pay 
much for overtime. If our paper was printed in another press there would not have been 
any question of doing side jobs and in addition we would have had to pay a different 
price for our own work which during the year requires several hundreds of dollars, so in 
that regard we may say that moving the Vapaus to its own press is one of the factors 
that will allow us to happily move past this bad time. 
 
As previously mentioned, our business has not made a profit in the last six months. This 
has not yet resulted in lay-offs. However, when a business reaches a point where it is 
not profitable there is reason to be cautious. This situation should also inspire those 
who support us to do something so that our business can at least continually make 
some profit during bad times, such as is the case now. The first task, as far as the 
initiation of practical action is concerned, falls of course to the Vapaus board and 
agents, as well as the Organization’s Executive Committee. 
 
What then are the means by which our business can be kept on a sure and productive 
basis? 

Increasing the number of subscribers to Vapaus 

The entire Vapaus concern has been initiated, is still being maintained, and developed 
almost solely so that we can conduct training and socialist educational work among 
Canada’s Finnish population. It is therefore self-evident that the more effective we are at 
performing these tasks, the more subscribers we will gain for our newspaper. But the 
explanation of this side of the issue does not belong here. This is a question of making 
our business more financially viable and increasing the number of subscribers is a 
matter of the upmost importance. In addition, if it is seen as necessary, we should do a 
trial run of prizes to entice newspaper sales. But in the opinion of this writer it is very 
important that all of Canada be divided into districts and each district, together with the 
Vapaus board and the Finnish Socialist Organization Executive Committee, would from 



 

time to time sponsor a cottage agitator who at the same time would be an absolutely 
first-class newspaper agent. In this way the costs to both Vapaus and the districts would 
be reduced and two roles could be provided for the same expense. This is not as 
suitable for the general speakers in our Organization as it is for the travelling district 
cottage agitators. General speakers must be first-class orators and first-class orators 
are invariably useless agents, so for this reason the other work is not successful, at 
least not entirely satisfactorily. Ordinary cottage agitators instead can be decent 
speakers and at the same time first-class agents. Of course as a rare exception we 
could get a general speaker who could also get subscriptions, but this is not common. 
But let the general speakers still have receipt books in their pockets. 

Book Publishing 

Publishing books is one branch of business that generates revenue for our business, 
and at the same time is a big help in elaborating our worldview among large groups of 
workers. But we must try to remain certain that only good literature is published. As of 
this writing, the Vapaus has produced two books and a third one will be ready very 
soon. But when the book now being completed, Science and Revolution, is finished we 
will not have any large manuscripts left. There is only one small novel, Reunion 
(Jälleennäkeminen), and it will not take many weeks of work. Because of this it may be 
necessary for our newspaper's Board as well as the Organization's Executive 
Committee to begin obtaining new manuscripts. In the opinion of this writer the 
aforementioned organs of the Organization must carefully consider every manuscript 
which is submitted to them. If we were in a situation to receive some kind of textbook 
manuscript, purchasing it would be financially advantageous. For example, children's 
Sunday school and other basic Finnish socialist textbooks would likely be affordable to 
publish, but also for the bigger reason that there is a tremendous lack of this material. 
Health books also sell well. The most important issue is certainly publishing purely 
socialist literature. An accounting textbook would also likely sell well. 

The necessity for publishing books need not be taken merely from the standpoint that in 
doing so we will increase revenues for our business. Currently the real need for good 
literature is glaringly big. Only occasionally are good books obtained from Finland. Not 
much socialist literature is published there and bourgeois and petit bourgeois 
publications appear to be primarily for sexual excitement. Let us then publish truly good 
literature here even more. 

Printing jobs for other newspapers 

Here in Canada there is now a socialist working-class movement rising up that is 
perhaps more powerful than it has ever been before. This movement needs its own 
organ. Already in Toronto, for example, the small leaflet Workers Guard is being 
published. As far as this writer knows the costs for printing and typesetting this leaflet 
are higher than what is reasonable. The Vapaus of course cannot do such work for 
much cheaper than what the bourgeoisie charge. But we can go below what is currently 



 

being paid. Otherwise the publishing of this paper reveals a regrettable and noticeable 
lack of experience. For this reason it would not be unreasonable if the printing of this 
leaflet was moved to the Vapaus press. The only thing that has prevented the 
undersigned from pursuing this matter more is been the suspicion that payments might 
not organized satisfactorily. But now, as mentioned, the Canadian working-class 
movement again appears to be strengthened and as such arranging payments would be 
more of a possibility. Incidentally, if for example Workers Guard was to be printed at the 
Vapaus press, this would bring other work as well to some extent. 

More advertisements for the Vapaus 

The Vapaus is currently published as a four page paper, 28 columns inches altogether. 
Of this amount, on average we have filled 7 columns with paid advertisements. The 
small number of subscribers to our paper, however, demands that there should be at 
least 10 column inches of advertisements on average per issue. Currently there are 
complaints that there are too many advertisements in the Vapaus. But there are those 
too who say that there are not enough advertisements in our newspaper, and these are 
more sensible than those who talk about too many advertisements, since without 
advertisements we cannot generate revenues corresponding to expenses. 
Advertisements or not, there are always those who say that matters are not as they 
should be, in their opinion. The plain fact of the matter now is that despite everything 
there must be more advertisements in the Vapaus than there has been up to now. 

Currently, obtaining advertisements in Sudbury and the surrounding region has been 
nearly impossible. The little that we have managed to get has been possible only 
through reduced prices and special efforts. This is as may be expected since the petit 
bourgeois of the entire city is in an almost wretched condition, they are ordinarily 
supported by workers when they are insolvent. We have received some advertisements 
from Sault Ste. Marie thanks to vigorous efforts by local agents. But the economic 
depression is starting to show there too, and there are no more people with purchasing 
power there than other places. And it’s pointless for the bourgeoisie to advertise when 
they are unable to sell their trinkets. We have received advertisements from different 
localities in Northern Ontario but not many, and we probably cannot hope to receive 
more advertisements from those localities since we do not get many now even though 
the times have been better there than elsewhere. 

Port Arthur and Fort William are localities from which we should be getting noticeably 
more advertisements than what we have received thus far. One of the reasons that we 
have not gotten more advertisements from those places is that we haven’t had a 
vigorous advertising agent there. Currently there is perhaps great unemployment in 
these places too, but there are signs that demonstrate that the employment situation is 
somewhat improving there. We must be prepared for this. But the first condition of 
success is that the comrades in these localities shed the belief that there are enough 
advertisements in the Vapaus, an assertion that we have received when we have 



 

requested for them to at least sometimes go speak to local businessmen. Both of these 
localities have large groups of Finnish businessmen as well and we have been so 
powerless or careless that we have not even gotten those Finns to advertise in the 
Vapaus. If the comrades of Port Arthur and Fort William no longer want to be the 
mocked by local Finnish businessmen, then force them to advertise in the Vapaus. 
Otherwise the local Finnish population can also achieve much by always asking 
shopkeepers if they advertise in the Vapaus. 

Local Advertisements 

Of course every Vapaus reader is of the opinion that there should be as little advertising 
as possible. But even those that detest the advertisements for the trinkets of the 
bourgeoisie somewhat accept Local advertisements. If every Canadian Local had the 
habit of advertising their activities a little, then we wouldn’t have to plead for the trinket 
advertisements of the bourgeoisie. The representatives at this assembly must point this 
out to the Locals that they represent. 

Publishing our own advertisements 

When we consider the facts, we know that the Vapaus has not published its own 
advertisements aside from when it has really been necessary. And never have the 
same advertisements sat in the newspaper for long periods of time unchanged, rather 
they have been regularly and continuously changed. In the early days, when we started 
publishing the Vapaus at its own press, we had our own advertisements that we kept as 
such. But we had to do it like that then, since our staff wouldn’t have been able to get 
the paper ready otherwise. Our apprentices then were not able to do much and two men 
was not enough to get the paper out. 

Finally let it be said generally about advertisements that they can be removed, if 
common sense is used, the only question then being if we are able to establish another 
method which we can fill the $5380.34 sum that we received from advertisements, for 
example, last year. If we cannot think of another source of revenue, then let us not 
speak about their removal and let’s concentrate on the ways that we can get more of 
them than before. 

Side jobs 

We cannot support our newspaper greatly with odd jobs. But despite that attempts must 
be made to get them as much as possible. If we don’t get exceptional profits from these 
jobs, then we can at least prevent losses as this levels out the work, especially in 
printing and typesetting, but also partly in the office. It is impossible to organize the 
workforce precisely and optimally to put out the paper. Three people, for example, 
printing and typesetting at the Vapaus is altogether not enough, but four people is too 
much. And since we now have four people, there must be some side jobs with which to 
balance the work so there is no need to laze about. We can achieve this balance by 



 

publishing books, but there are not always books to publish and for this reason there 
must be side jobs. 

Even Finnish-Canadians generate a noticeable amount of all manner of contract work, 
like envelopes, letterheads, visiting, greeting, and other cards. In our opinion the Finnish 
working class of different localities should be compelled to have this work done at the 
Vapaus. It is the responsibility of the Locals to urge and explain to the membership the 
importance of this issue. 

Annual Publications 

Over the last year the Vapaus put out two annual publications, one in midsummer and 
the other at Christmas time. The first of these annuals failed because it was not 
prepared by an individual acquainted with the profession. The second came out cleanly. 
The content of these annual publications does not belong in this report. Let it however 
be said that the content of both of these was at least as good as other party publications 
in recent times. 

Publishing annuals is one thing that likely nobody will oppose. But with the number of 
subscribers that they now have, publishing them has not much more than ideological 
benefit. But publishing annuals is an expensive amusement because they must have 
pictures that cost quite a bit, and secondly, that printing a work with pictures is slower 
than works that do not have pictures. But since annual publications have not produced 
losses, then it appears natural that they will continue to be published. The print runs of 
annual publications however necessarily be at least 3000 and then their production will 
be of ideological and material benefit. 

We are not asking much if we ask the Organization’s representative assembly to make 
the distribution of annual publications a special plea to the Organization’s membership 
and in general to the Finnish-Canadian working class. 

Money transfers and the sale of ocean liner tickets  

For all of last year the Vapaus paid at least as much and very often more in exchange 
rates for money transfers to Finland than other businesses and brokers in Canada. At 
the same time the Vapaus transaction fee was insignificantly small compared to what 
other businesses charged. Despite all this money has certainly been sent by other 
means. It appears that Finnish-Canadians must be somehow prejudiced against the 
Vapaus and we are not free of it even amongst our own Local members. The general 
suspicion is largely that by no means will the money reach its destination, or that they 
are delayed and money is made off of them. The sad fate of Työkansa is remembered 
by some and for this reason they do not send their money through the Vapaus. Not a 
penny was lost by sending money through Työkansa. 

Of course the Vapaus has not paid too much more in exchange rates than other 
business. But nor was there any obligation to do so. We have earned reasonably 



 

through money transfers, though not even close to what the financial report shows, as 
from that sum must be deducted at least $1000.00 in wages, since it takes up a lot of 
time, at least $500.00 annually for advertisements, around $500.00 for receipts, all 
kinds of blanket orders, postage stamps, among other things, and still some amount 
from this is to be counted for rent, lights, heating, among other things, so finally we can 
say about $1500.00 in profit, which is about 2.5 percent of the sum transferred. A little 
more than half of that sum is made through exchange rate gain and the rest as straight 
shipping fees. In the last months of last year almost nothing was earned by money 
transfers, and it is no longer possible to earn much by it, as competition in this field has 
advanced greatly and brokers are such a swarm that profits diminish to nothing. But if 
there is even a little profit in that venture, then it is advantageous for the Vapaus to do it 
and since the profits don't go into a private but rather collective treasury, then it naturally 
appears that every organized and even unorganized worker should support it. Those, 
who have transferred their money through the Vapaus and know that they have 
received honest and careful delivery, should do their duty to the service of our common 
business by mentioning our money transfer business to their neighbours.  

In the United States there has been some whining that party newspapers should not 
transfer money to Finland because then we would be supporting Finland's bloody 
bourgeoisie and pumping new lifeblood into that wretched country's government body. If 
something could be achieved through that procedure, then it could be tried out. But 
when it is certain that the citizens here nonetheless send money to their friends and 
relatives in Finland, then what use is there in us prohibiting the transfer of that money. 
The result would be that money would go to Finland just as much as before when we 
were one broker, with the difference that the potential profits would be given to private 
bourgeois brokers. The Vapaus office has for that matter been careful not to boost the 
money transfers of the Finnish banks. We have been so disinclined on this issue that 
we have not even tried to get advertisements from even one Finnish bank, even though 
we would have gained from it and also we would have gotten these advertisements if 
we wanted them. 

Along with money transfers we have another somewhat similar branch, which has also 
started to produce a little even though it is relatively new. This is the sale of ocean liner 
tickets. The financial report demonstrates that we have earned nearly $500 through this 
endeavour, which is to be sure an unremarkable result and is greatly reduced if wages 
and advertisements etc. are subtracted. Our ticket venture is made more difficult 
because the current officious and all fearing Finnish government has now, among other 
things, ordered that all those going to Finland from here must have a consular office 
issued passport. Because of this travellers to Finland invariably turn to the side of the 
consular office and since the office also sells ocean liner tickets, it is very economical 
for them to purchase them along with their passports. It has even happened, in the very 
short history of our ticket venture, that after we have first obtained for some traveller to 
Finland all the information and instructions pertaining to the trip, they have afterwards 



 

turned to the consular office for their passports and also purchased their tickets from the 
consulate. This kind of conduct shows how insufficient we truly are in the class struggle 
and generally in all questions of class morality. This is the reality, and our only option is 
to somehow remedy this state of affairs. 

It is the duty of our Organization’s representative assembly to give some kind of 
statement and appeal to the membership about this issue, in the process explaining the 
reliability of our business so that nobody need worry about losing their money. 

The Vapaus ticket business has been conducted in the personal name of the Business 
Manager, insofar as dealings with ship companies are concerned. We were forced to do 
this because the Canadian Pacific Steamship Company refused to give agent rights to 
the Vapaus. However, all of the profits produced by ticket sales have gone to the 
Vapaus. The worst is that we have had to maintain special bookkeeping for this. It 
cannot be maintained with the Vapaus accounts because the shipping company 
accountants come to do inspections fairly often. The undersigned has a $1000 bond for 
the purpose of ticket sales, which the Vapaus paid for in 1921, and for this year has 
been paid to the Canadian Pacific Steamship Company. 

Ocean liner tickets have been sold for the following lines: 

American, Leyland, Atlantic Transport, Red Star, White Star, White Star Dominion, and 
Canadian Pacific. Cunard is the only larger trans-Atlantic company that we cannot sell 
tickets for, and we haven’t even requested agent rights from them. 

The sales commission from tickets are 5 percent from ocean liner tickets and 10 percent 
from railroad tickets, which however is $2.00 at most. 

Recently money transfers have been sent through New York and Canadian banks. We 
have not had any difficulties with money transfers in a year, and have purchased 
Finnish money from the most economical source. This is a necessity if we wish to 
maintain competitive with the larger brokers. 

Holding Evening Book Socials 

Evening book socials have not been arranged primarily because we want to make 
money, but rather because we want to sell books. A few proposals have been 
presented to the Organization’s representative assembly that state that the evening 
book socials are to be discontinued once and for all. The basis for these proposals is 
the claim that the Vapaus tries to distribute inferior literature in this way. This entire 
notion is fundamentally and foundationally false. The issue should not be discontinuing 
the evening book socials, but rather the discontinuation of the sale of inferior literature, 
and if we are unable to do this without discontinuing the evening book socials, then we 
truly can’t do much. The fact is that we have tried to sell our old stock at the evening 
book socials. But is this then worse than just leaving these books sitting on the shelves. 
Now that we have sold them we can obtain new, better books. In contrast, if we were 



 

not able to sell these books in some way then we would be able to obtain new books 
and the entire book business would have gone to shambles. 

That those books were obtained in the first place for the Vapaus bookstore in the early 
days was a mistake, which should have been addressed, and not the evening book 
socials. Acquiring these books, by the way, was in the past instigated by the fact that we 
were able to purchase books from Finland relatively cheaply because of the exchange 
rate. Otherwise, for the entire time that the undersigned has been the Business 
Manager at the Vapaus we have made only one book order from Finland and even that 
was nearly two years ago. That order consisted almost entirely of technical books and 
textbooks, like language studies, mathematics etc. Do not interpret this as boasting that 
we are now so good at buying books, because that is not the case. Besides, even the 
bourgeoisie have books that must be ordered, as for example the aforementioned. 
These should have already been ordered but we have not been able to due to 
conditions at customs. The Vapaus has not in recent times ordered any books from the 
Finnish book warehouse in New York, and bourgeois books have not been ordered from 
anywhere else either. The entire inventory that we have sold at evening book socials 
was purchased in the first months of the Vapaus and in addition we had old scientific 
and socialist literature that was inherited by the Vapaus from the times when Työmies, 
Toveri, and Raivaaja maintained a bookstore here. Now that inventory has nearly been 
sold, but still not entirely. Almost all of the smaller works have almost been sold and 
only the more expensive and slightly more valuable books remain. As such, at the next 
evening book social we can no longer sell those bourgeois pieces of junk, so we have 
gotten rid of them. 

Speaking of the evening book socials themselves, it appears that they are a means to 
distribute literature. It is just that only books that are truly valuable must be selected for 
them. For the next evening book social we can already place a fair amount of our own 
publications and those attending can chose the book that best suits them. In any case, 
the evening book socials must not be discontinued but rather they must be developed 
as well as possible to fit their purpose. They are a good means of distributing literature 
and at the same time gaining revenue for the Vapaus without having to directly beg 
Locals to hold relief socials. 

The Distribution of Other Newspapers 

The distribution of other newspapers can support the Vapaus quite a bit if they can be 
distributed on reasonable terms. Our accounts show that the distribution of other papers 
has produced $1958.66 in profit. This however is not pure profit, but rather we receive 
the difference between the sum of what we pay to Työmies, Toveri, and Eteenpäin, 
among others, and what we receive from subscribers. From this sum we must pay the 
agents’ fees, the work performed in the office, and postage fees among other expenses. 
If we take a slightly closer look at the distribution of other newspapers, we notice that 



 

the revenues from them are fairly small. The matter explained by the numbers is as 
follows: 

Other newspapers sold………………….……………………………………………………..$6416.52 
Other newspapers purchased………………………………………………………….……….4457.86 
The difference between sale and purchase……………………………………………………1958.66 
 
Agents’ fees, taking into consideration money order expenses...............................……...1000.00 
Wages, as the number other newspapers have been distributed is about two thirds of the 
amount of the Vapaus……………………………………………………………………….…….500.00 
Postage fees………………………………………………………………………………………..100.00 
Rent, heating, light etc…………………………………………………………………………….100.00 
Potential bad debt expenses……………………………………………………………………….50.00 
Total expenses……………………………………………………………………………………1750.00 
Pure profit to the Vapaus………………………………………………………………………….208.66 
 
The expenses shown in table above, aside from agents’ fees, are estimates. A precise 
estimate to within a few dollars or cents is impossible to do, and this issue cannot be 
clarified by accounting because, for example, other work in the office is conducted at 
the same time as work is conducted for other newspapers. If there are mistakes in the 
estimates in the table above, they are primarily in wages. But there are not great 
differences. But from the estimates we can see that from the entirety of that undertaking 
the Vapaus only receives $208.66 in pure profit, which is not much more than three 
percent of sales and about four percent of the purchasing price. 
 
As was already mentioned, last year the Vapaus sold $6416.52 in other newspapers. Of 
that sum we received $1958.66 as an agents’ fee for covering our expenses, which is 
something like 30.5 percent of sales. Somehow a suspicion has emerged about the 
newspaper that we sell, that the Vapaus as an intermediary receives 40 percent of the 
fees, after having issued the agents’ fees among other expenses, but the reality is that 
fee has only been 30.5 percent. Even this is almost too much, as the distribution of 
newspapers from Finland is also on the same account and we receive more than 40 
percent from them. But since their distribution is small, it does not largely change this 
amount. 
 
The Vapaus splits the agents’ fees in two different ways. The first and most regularly 
used method is to retain a certain sum from orders from which we do not issue agents’ 
fees. This retention is done because of money orders, from which we lose about 6 
percent. Then there are the so-called premium orders, of which there are from time to 
time and then we split 10 percent in addition to the 6 percent. Premium orders are those 
newspapers that give subscribers some kind of gift, like for example a picture of Lenin 
or something similar. And whenever these newspapers are distributed more vigorously, 
they also have premium orders. In which case the Vapaus is left with about 24 percent. 
If 20 percent is given in agents’ fees, the Vapaus is left with around 4 percent for all of 
its effort and work. But despite all of this, there was an attempt some months ago on 
behalf of the American newspapers to directly reduce the Vapaus commission by 10 



 

percent and in spite of this maintain all of the aforementioned reductions in place. 
Finally it was pushed through at the American Finnish Socialist Federation’s 
representative assembly, an act which was not known at the time of this writing. 
 
In the opinion of this writer, we should once more attempt to get reasonable terms for 
the distribution of other newspapers. The current terms are firstly extremely 
unfavourable to the Vapaus and secondly they are so messy and create such a muddle, 
that they should be abandoned for this reason alone. 
 
However, as long as some revenue is derived from the work and effort of distributing 
other newspapers, let us distribute them. Up to now they have been distributed in so far 
as there has been sufficient labour power to distribute them. The same shall be done 
moving forward. 
 

The Vapaus subscription cost 
 
If there was some kind of guarantee that by reducing the cost of subscriptions we could 
raise the number of new subscribers by even 500, then the undersigned would propose 
a reduction. But we must take into consideration the current number of Finnish-
Canadians and at the same time the extremely bad time prevents many from 
subscribing. It appears likely that if the cost of subscriptions were reduced, the number 
of subscribers would not increase. Those who subscribe to our newspaper order it 
whether the cost is 50 cents more or less, and those who are unable or do not want to 
order it will not do so even if the cost of subscriptions is reduced. 
 

Other side jobs 
 
In addition to what has already been listed, over the last year we had a group of smaller 
ventures, every one of which produced profit more or less. These ventures include 
distributing typewriters, musical instruments, and Christmas cards, among others. All of 
these ventures must be developed more and new ones devised, in so far as they do not 
contradict our enterprise in general. We started with gramophone distribution and also 
their records. But because of the bad times and the lack of capital this has been 
postponed. We had Columbia and Victrola sales rights. 
 

Customs difficulties 
 
The distribution of literature has not been discussed above. This is because the high 
level of duties in this area as well as censorship conditions have made it very difficult. 
Aside from one small shipment, Konrad Lehtimäki's book “Hävittäjä”, we have not 
ordered any books directly from Finland in a year and a half. The Finnish books and 
publications that we distributed have been ordered through Työmies. The reason for this 
is as follows: 
 



 

Let's take 100 Canadian dollars as a starting point and see where we end up if, for 
example, we order books direct from Finland. We make the order. The net value of the 
order is 4600 Finnish marks, which is the current amount you can get for 100 Canadian 
dollars. The bookseller in Finland must provide a sworn statement that the invoice has 
been made correctly. Now the books have been mailed along with an invoice for 4600 
Finnish marks. This invoice must be taken to the customs office in order to obtain the 
books. The customs office also converts the invoice into Canadian dollars, but not with 
the same exchange rate that the bookseller in Finland used, but rather with the 
exchange rate that was in effect before the war. This exchange rate was 19.3 cents per 
Finnish Mark. Now, when the invoice is converted back to Canadian dollars using this 
exchange rate it becomes $88.80. But now comes the worst part and it is a 25 percent 
duty in addition to 4 percent tax, not on the $100 that we originally sent to Finland, but 
on $88.80, to which it was changed en route, and 25 percent duty and 4 percent tax on 
the sum is $230.82. And when the exchange rate has been higher, or in other words 
when Finnish money has been cheaper, this has been even worse. An explanation was 
admittedly given on what has been mentioned here after the worst experience. Bound 
books only have a 10 percent duty and so in this instance it would only be $92.33, but 
even this is a lot for $100 worth of books. This rule has been changed somewhat as the 
result of the missions to Ottawa by big merchants, but not much to our benefit. 
 
The customs arrangement above has made it impossible to order books directly from 
Finland. We received one shipment with this arrangement and those books have an 
unreasonable price. Because of these difficulties with customs we have ordered all of 
our books from Työmies and received them in a somewhat more reasonable fashion. 
Työmies has repackaged the books and provided an invoice in American dollars. We 
have not ordered any books from the Finnish bourgeois publisher in New York as we do 
not want to support them. As can be seen here, the distribution of books has been 
nearly impossible and in addition to terrible expenses it is extremely messy and 
demands a lot of work and effort. As long as the difficulties with customs remain the 
same we must presumably distribute only the best socialist literature, as we will not 
bother to pay duties to the bourgeoisie for the distribution of bourgeois filth. 
 

Difficulties with Censorship 
 
Whoever believes that Canada does not have censorship is very mistaken. Every 
foreign book purchased by the Vapaus bookstore is subject to inspection by the censor. 
It appears that every petty official employed by the government is at the same time, in 
one way or another, a functionary of the censor. As a result, individuals who order and 
distribute literature are continually exposed to troubles. The entire process is consistent 
risk with criticism as the only reward from those for whom we distribute books for. We 
have acquired every sought after book and legally passed it through the censor, but are 
persistently in danger of seizure or other troubles. It appears that the change in 
government will not impact the censors. These conditions have made our book sales 
difficult and are one reason that our entire book turnover has been minimal. We have 
even tried to obtain good books but in small quantities. But for this very reason our 



 

inventory is always and entirely deficient. The worst seizure was when 2000 copies of 
Työmiehen Joulu were confiscated about a year ago. A number of smaller shipments 
have been seized and inspected by and by, but we have eventually gotten each one 
out. 
 
Despite everything we earned decent revenues through book sales last year. This is 
because they were previously purchased inexpensively before the difficulties caused by 
customs. Now nearly all of the inexpensively purchased books in our inventory have 
been sold, which will be replaced in part by our own publications. Moving forward it is 
presumably best to purchase only the best socialist literature and the most needed 
textbooks. 
 

The Vapaus Workers – Their work and wages 
Printing and Composing Room 

 
The Vapaus printing and composing room workers cannot really be spoken of too much 
as a multiplicity as, even combined, there are so few of them. For the entire period that 
the Vapaus has been produced at our own press there have been only two skilled 
workers and two apprentices in the printing and composing rooms. Comparisons are 
difficult because along with newspaper production other jobs are performed at every 
company, such as publishing books, and it is known that, for example, the Finnish-
American daily newspapers employ fifteen or so individuals in the printing and 
composing rooms, and all are skilled workers. In addition they have a special caretaker 
who handles the heating and all sorts of cleaning. For us those two skilled workers and 
two apprentices must be enough for everything. They must produce the Vapaus three 
times a week. They must mail the Vapaus. They must do as many other jobs as they 
have time for, such as books, annuals, Christmas cards and all kinds of contract work 
ahead of Christmas for others as well as for us. And all this must be done without 
overtime, although some work during the Christmas rush required overtime work. It may 
be said that the Finnish-American newspapers distribute tens of thousands of copies, 
and for this reason they need more labour power. But not much more work if the 
newspaper has a bigger or smaller number of subscribers. Those that have more 
subscribers also have bigger and faster machines. For example Työmies, in Superior, 
can print 10,000 copies in a much shorter time than the Vapaus can print 3000. 
Typesetting takes just as much time per page whether the number of subscribers is 
larger or smaller. 
 
On the other hand, of course the fact is that other side jobs are done at the daily papers, 
such as book publishing etc. This is of course true. But side jobs are also done at the 
Vapaus. We have had months where hundreds of dollars’ worth of small contract jobs 
were prepared. In addition, we have twice published Soihtu, we have released the book 
Reds and Whites, as well as the Theses of the Third International. We have printed all 
manner of rules and at time of writing, a book named Science and Revolution has been 
typeset, laid out, and will be printed soon. The working ability of the Vapaus is not in any 
case worse than other shops. On the contrary, it is above average even if all Canadian 



 

shops are taken into consideration. The purpose here is not to brag. It is obvious that 
work must be done at every business. We only wish to say that there is no lazing about 
at our print shop and composing room, although apparently this too has been alleged in 
some circles.       
 

Costfinding system 

The so-called Costfinding System is, for all intents and purposes, used in the press and 
composing room. This will certainly be considered as some kind of Taylor system, which 
it is not even in the worst interpretation. The purpose of this arrangement is primarily to 
determine how much labour is used in the production of each article. We intend to move 
forward without utilizing this arrangement. But since the correct price for work cannot be 
otherwise be calculated, we ordered an $18 punch clock and it has been in use since 
then. This clock records on paper, by the minute, when work commences, when it 
ceases, and again when new work begins. Thus we can find out firstly how many hours 
and individual has worked and at the same time how much they have worked on a 
specific job, and then it is possible to calculate the correct price for the work. The best 
part of this arrangement is that it does not drive the men to work too hard, even though 
it does not allow them to be lazy, but it organizes and helps to dispatch work.       

Office Help – Accounting  

We have not had a professional accountant throughout the entire existence of the 
Vapaus. For the past two years, accounting has been handled by an ordinary, 
elementary school educated girl. The girl has become somewhat familiar with her job, 
although not without guidance, which is quite natural since she has never even seen 
accounting books other than the ones that are now in use at the Vapaus. Nonetheless, 
the fulfillment of her duties is worthy of recognition even though her salary, for example, 
is but barely half of what a regular, professional accountant earns. The accounting 
system we currently have in place is in practice keeping close to the same as what is 
used by Finnish-American socialist newspapers. We have asked professional 
accountants if they see anything that could be added to this system, but they have not 
recommended anything. 

Managing Advertisements 

Advertisements have been handled in part by the girl that does our accounting and in 
part by the undersigned, when there has been sufficient time. In recent months, 
procuring local advertisements and collections has also been the task of our office girl. 
Translation work has been done, almost without exception, by this writer. In general, not 
enough attention has been paid to advertisements, especially in recent months. 

Address management 

Addresses have been handled by a special person, except for about the last three 
months it has been an extra job for that one girl in our office. In order to organize this 



 

work properly it would be necessary to again find a specific person for this task, if we 
could find someone who can do this job carefully. 

Cash management 

Almost immediately after this writer came to the Vapaus, the handling of cash has been 
organized so that the undersigned opens letters in the morning and marks what the 
contents are on each letter. After this the girl places the money in the cash register after 
sorting the money into the different accounts. There is only occasionally an exception to 
this, if the girl is for example out of the office. In the evening we open the register 
together and the girl brings the money to the bank. The Business Manager completes 
payments and ensures that the bankbook is in order. At the end of the month the auditor 
reviews the bankbook. The cashbook is handled by the bookkeeping girl and is 
balanced monthly by the undersigned or together with the girl.  

Purchases 

All business-related purchases are handled by the Business Manager. He has also 
taken care of the purchases in the bookkeeping journal. 

Sales 

The office girl has taken care of the invoices and sales journal, as well as 
advertisements and other sales. The business manager has handled only the expenses 
from jobber press work. 

Money transfers 

In recent months money transfers have been the work of the Business Manager 
entirely, as an extra job. Previous to this it was done by the same individual as the 
addresses. 

Ticket sales 

Ticket sales have been completely in the hands of the undersigned right from the 
beginning. 

General tasks currently 

The tasks of the Business Manager include: to look after the shop in the printing press, 
composing room, and office; to ensure that the warehouse is stocked with what is 
needed, such as newsprint, ink, jobber press paper, books, as well as trinkets, in so far 
as this has been sold; ordering as needed such items, tools, and machine parts etc. In 
addition to this he has handled jobber work preparation, Costfinding systems, money 
transfers, ticket business, the entirety of English and Finnish-language correspondence, 
queries regarding accounts so far as time has permitted, translated advertisements into 
Finnish, answered complaint letters, made cost estimates, generally supervised 
bookkeeping, handled financial statements, as well as a number of smaller tasks. 



 

The office girl has completed invoices for advertisements, books, and newspapers, kept 
the cashbook, deposited money in the cash register, brought money to the bank, kept 
records of advertisers, recorded purchases and sales of the newspaper in the ledger, 
made bank statements, sent address prints to agents for which there has not been 
nearly enough time recently, solicited advertisements from business men and collected 
them, handled addresses, taken care of sales in the bookstore for those that have 
purchased something, made some of the smaller book shipments, completed the trial 
balance monthly, as well as a number of smaller tasks. 

When there were two office girls, one of them handled addresses, money transfers, as 
well as some of the book shipments. 

It is self-evident that establishing our own printing press noticeably increased office 
work. In particular, it should be taken into account that when we had two office girls they 
were both tasked with mailing out the Vapaus, which took them about 15 hours a week. 
After that, when we only had one office girl, she has not had time for mailing out the 
Vapaus, but despite this there has been noticeably too much work. For example, in 
recent months the mailing of address printings has suffered. There has also only been 
enough time to make account statements for those who have fallen in arrears.  

In Conclusion 

Our business is unlikely to achieve remarkable material results this year, as it is a 
particularly bad time. But if the Finnish Canadian working class, especially its organized 
segment, gives our business undivided support then the losses accrued are not a big 
concern, even in this restricted time. The undersigned hopes that the aforementioned 
issues will receive favourable attention and that the measures outlined therein will be 
vigorously carried out for the benefit of our newspaper. If any individual or Local has 
new suggestions for improving our financial management or our bettering our general 
position, such suggestions are always welcomed. 

 Comrade J.V. Kannasto 

Proposals from different Locals were read before the review of the Vapaus: Port Arthur 
region area committee, Sault Ste. Marie, Salmon Arm, South Porcupine, Timmins, 
Cobalt, and Coleman. Every Local proposal discussed the errors made by the Vapaus 
shop mixing up addresses etc. A lively discussion began which was interrupted as it 
was 10 o’clock, so it was decided to end the first day of the meeting. 

Second Day 

Comrade J.W. Alhqvist called the meeting to order with a roll call. All representatives 
were present. 



 

We resumed the review of the Vapaus as contained in the different reports. After a 
wide-ranging discussion the matter was left to the Press Committee, which on the basis 
of the discussion, will present a resolution on the issue. 

At the request of English-speaking comrades, comrade A.T. Hill was sent to prepare a 
joint draft program with them to be presented at the Workers’ Party convention. 

We read the new bond form for agents prepared by the Vapaus Business Manager, 
which was left to be examined by the Press Committee.  

We read the resolution on youth education made by the Resolutions Committee, to be 
presented at the Workers’ Party convention, which reads as follows: 

Considering how necessary it is to involve youth in the revolutionary working 
class movement, we propose that, together with the Workers’ Party executive 
committee and under their supervision, a separate Youth Department be 
established to carry out revolutionary propaganda and education among the 
proletarian youth. Youth Locals should be established in conjunction with the 
Workers' Party wherever it is possible and regarded as advantageous. The 
Youth Department is to maintain common action between Youth Locals 
operating in different localities, directing and guiding them by sending 
organizers, obtaining revolutionary literature for them, and advising them 
through correspondence. 

H. Puro, J.W. Alhqvist, A. Snikkar 
Resolutions Committee 
 
The resolution was accepted as written. 
 

Review of the Vapaus 
 
We first read the proposals of the following Locals on the coming operations, in which 
thoughts were expressed about the need for a stronger analysis of different sectors of 
production, such as clarifying the situation of the agricultural workforce, among others: 
Sault Ste. Marie, Port Arthur area, Timmins, and Salmon Arm. Proposals generally 
expressed satisfaction with the newspaper’s principled position. Editor comrade Puro 
was the first to take the floor, explaining the circumstances under which the Vapaus has 
been forced to operate, referring to the government orders which during the Order in 
Council period were completely intolerable, but having overcome difficulties and the 
situation of the chaos caused by the war, more attention has been devoted to 
interpreting and clarifying principles. After several others took the floor, the matter was 
left to the Resolutions Committee. 
 
Comrade Hill returned from the meeting of the Party’s program and Rules Committee, 
selected by the provisional organizing committee, informing us that a majority in the 



 

subcommittee made a change to the program, adding a definition of dictatorship. The 
meeting approved the majority position of the program subcommittee.  
 
The Party draft rules were changed from the previously proposed Organization 
contribution of 15 cents, since it was suggested to other organizations that the lowest 
payment to the Party from language-organizations be 20 cents, which was approved at 
the meeting. 
 
The day session closed at 5:30. The evening session began at 6:10. The chair, 
comrade A. Snikkar, called the meeting to order. 
 

The Control of the Vapaus Business 
 
We read the Local proposals related to this as well as the Vapaus by-laws. The 
proposals and representatives generally were of the opinion that supreme leadership 
still be maintained by the Executive Committee. The rules of the business were given to 
the Press Committee for edits. 
 

The Question of Moving the Vapaus 
 
Proposal from the Toronto Local of the Finnish Socialist Organization. Comrade 
Ahlqvist, the Local representative, explained that the proposal came into being because 
of the current economic slump, which continues chronically year after year, has made 
the current location of the Vapaus dubiously bad since industry is almost at a standstill 
in this area. So therefore the representative assembly should consider the question, if 
the business begins to produce direct losses in this area, when should it be moved. 
 
The Resolutions Committee presented a resolution on the activity of the Executive 
Committee.  
 

The representative assembly believes that the Executive Committee has led 
the Organization in a manner that deserves recognition. In particular, the 
representative assembly commends the Executive Committee for preserving 
the unity of the Organization and for the fact that our Organization in its 
entirety now stands with the revolutionary army of the international 
proletarian movement. 

 
H. Puro, A. Snikkar, J.W. Ahlqvist 
Resolutions Committee 
 
The resolution was accepted as such.  
 



 

The Rules Committee presented a draft of the Workers' Party rules, to which they had 
made some minor edits after review, that were approved at the Party convention. In 
addition, the convention proposes to remove the article in the rules that gives the 
executive committee of the Workers' Party the power to expel the executive committees 
of the foreign language-organizations, which have been elected at representative 
assemblies, and that the following be added to the section relative to the functioning of 
the internal activity of the foreign-language organizations: in order to preserve their own 
internal functioning, the foreign-language organizations have the right to make their own 
by-laws. 
 
We continued the debate on the question of moving the Vapaus, which became lively 
with several representatives on the side of moving it to Port Arthur, but regretted that 
they did not have a mandate on the issue from Locals that they represented, so the 
question was left to the Press Committee with the hope that it would ultimately be 
attended to by the Executive Committee. 
 
Since the delegates had been selected to the Organization’s representative assembly 
with the understanding that they would also participate in the Workers' Party convention, 
the assembly made it obligatory for every representative to be present at the Labor 
Temple at 9 o’clock Friday morning, and since the Organization has the right to send 10 
representatives, the assembly also selected the Organization’s Secretary comrade Hill 
as a representative. 
 
The Organization’s representative assembly will resume on Monday at 9 o’clock in the 
morning. 
 
The assembly adjourned at 9:30 in the evening. 
 

Third Day 
 

February 20 
 
The chair, comrade J.W. Ahlqvist, called the meeting to order at 9:30 with a roll call. All 
representatives were present. 
 
On the issue of organizational agitation work there were proposals from the following 
Locals: Port Arthur Area Committee, Sudbury, Sault Ste. Marie, Lake Cateau, 
Nummola, Salmon Arm, Toronto (two reports, one related to overhauling the sports 
clubs), Cateau Hill, Sointula, Bowie, as well as from individual members, such as Emil 
Wilen from Nummola. The proposals were very different from each other, however each 
one had the goal of more productive outcomes for the Organization’s agitation work. 



 

Following discussion the reports were left to the Agitation Committee with the hope that 
the conclusions in the discussion be included in the final resolution. 
 
The preparation of an educational program for the farming population was separated 
from the general issue of agitation work. 
 
Distribution of the Vapaus was left to the Press Committee without discussion. 
 
The day break was taken at 12:30 and extended by one hour in order to hasten the 
work of the committees.  
 
Comrade A. Snikkar moved to chair, calling the meeting to order at 2:30. 
 

Child and Youth Education 
 
We read proposals by the Executive Committee, the Central Ontario Area 
representative assembly, and the Toronto and North Branch Locals. The proposals 
stressed the organization of Sunday schools. Without a longer discussion the matter 
was left to the Agitation Committee. 
 
A.T. Hill reported on the issue of organizing women’s agitation on behalf of the 
Executive Committee. After some discussion the matter was left to the Agitation 
Committee. 
 
The Press Committee presented the following resolutions: 
 

Vapaus bookstore clean-up 
 

We believe that it is imperative that the Vapaus bookstore be immediately 
cleansed of all substandard books; we believe that from now on they should 
not be permitted to acquire them. Books that meet the needs of the current 
period are to be procured. 

 
A. Snikkar, D. V. Böhm, J. Järvi. 
Press Committee 
The resolution was unanimously approved. 
 

Vapaus Book Selling Socials 
 

We regard book socials as being beneficial to both the Vapaus and their 
attendees. At the same time, however, we believe that there is a need to 



 

carefully ensure that these book socials do not distribute any literature that is 
substandard or degrading to the working-class movement. 

 
A. Snikkar, D. V. Böhm, J. Järvi 
Press Committee  
Approved unanimously. 
 
The resolution on the reduction in the price of books was not passed, but returned back 
to the Committee. 
 

Vapaus Advertisements 
 

We believe that it is necessary for the Vapaus to advertise all its various 
sources of income in the newspaper, but that all advertisements should be in 
as abridged a form as possible. 

 
A. Snikkar, D. V. Böhm, J. Järvi 
Press Committee 
Approved 
 

Complaints with respect to the Vapaus business management 
 

It has emerged that there have been more complaints related to the Vapaus 
business management that would have been desirable, namely in 
correspondence, in handling addresses and advertisements, and in general 
with relations between the Vapaus and its agents, which is primarily due to 
the following reasons: 
 
1) That the office has tried to operate with too few staff 
2) That the staff have not been fully qualified in their duties, so corrective 
measures be immediately taken by the Vapaus Board and Executive 
Committee 

 
A. Snikkar, D. V. Böhm, J. Järvi 
Press Committee  
Approved unanimously. 
 
The final resolution on the Vapaus staff wages was returned to the Press Committee for 
edits. 
 



 

The chair announced that the evening session could not be held, as the room was 
booked by others, so it was decided to proceed with the meeting continuously until 7 
o’clock. 
 
We read comrade J.V. Kannasto’s letter, in which he stated that he would resign as the 
Vapaus Business Manager after the required notice of resignation. The reasons for the 
resignation were discussed. Every representative hoped that comrade Kannasto would 
promise to remain at the Vapaus. Comrade Kannasto, being present, announced that 
he would endeavour to remain and rescinded his resignation, but mentioned that he 
may have to hire one more worker for the shop, which was approved by all with 
satisfaction. 
 
The Press Committee presented the following resolution: 
 

The Distribution of the Vapaus 
 

In relation to the distribution of the newspaper, the representative assembly 
is of the opinion that the best method to distribute it, where possible, is in 
those areas where cottage-agitators are in place. In terms of costs we 
propose that the Vapaus, the Area Committees, and the Executive 
Committee settle wages etc. with the relevant individuals.  

 
D. V. Böhm, A. Snikkar, J. Järvi.  
Press Committee  
Approved unanimously 
 
On the Vapaus advertisements the committee presented the following resolution: 
 

With regards to the Vapaus advertisements the representative assembly, on 
the basis of discussion and the Business Manager’s report, is of the opinion 
that we cannot make greater restrictions on the advertisements because the 
annual income from these has been just over five thousand dollars. If private 
advertisements are not tolerated in the newspaper, Locals must begin 
advertising more in the paper. Finally, we suggest that we consider 8 column 
inches to be the average per issue. 

 
A. Snikkar, D. V. Böhm, J. Järvi. 
Press Committee  
Approved. 
 
We read the Vapaus Business Manager’s new bond form for agents, which after 
discussion was approved as such by a vote of 5-2. 



 

 
The education of the farming population and their relationship to the Party was left to 
the Organization’s Executive Committee, so that as soon as the Party’s executive 
committee publishes its agrarian program the Organization’s Executive Committee must 
immediately translate it into Finnish, to be completed and printed as a leaflet, distributed 
for free, and that continual, vigorous educational work be done among the farming 
population.    
 
After a brief discussion, the issue of forming District Committees was left to the 
Resolutions Committee. 
 
The appeal was made for English-language agitation work assistance, in a report from 
the Sudbury Local, since the Party is now beginning its activity penniless. The Local 
hopes that the representative assembly will consider the issue. It was left to the 
Resolutions Committee. 
 

Affiliation to the Workers’ Party of Canada 
 
The Workers’ Party Program and Constitution were finally reviewed, recognizing it as 
deserving the trust of the Canadian workers as a federal party to unite the broad 
masses, it was unanimously decided to affiliate as an Organization as a part of the 
Workers’ Party of Canada (The Finnish Socialist Section of the Workers’ Party of 
Canada). 
 
Now that the Organization has finally decided to join the Workers' Party, it must from 
now on operate in accordance with its rules, so the assembly decided to annul the 
previous rules of the Organization, so that the representative assembly’s decisions take 
effect immediately. 
 
Old membership cards will be annulled and Workers’ Party membership cards and dues 
stamps will take effect in our Organization beginning March 1. 
 
The third meeting day ended at 7:30. 
 

Day Four 
 
The chair, comrade J.W. Ahlqvist, called the meeting to order at 9:20 with a roll call. All 
representatives were present. 
 
Representative comrade Kannasto made a suggestion that there would be no further 
discussion of the items that were left, other than that representatives give their opinions, 



 

after which they would be taken over by the Resolutions Committee, where it is hoped 
for these desires to be taken into consideration. 
 

The Incorporation of the Organization’s Assets 
 
A.T. Hill reported on the issue on behalf of the Executive Committee, the format of 
which was approved and the Executive Committee authorized to use the Organization’s 
funds to move the matter forward. 
 
The Resolutions Committee presented the following resolutions: 
 

Assisting English-language Agitation work 
 

Regarding the Sudbury Local proposal, that Finnish Locals hold at least one 
evening social per year to assist English-language agitation, the 
representative assembly decides to reject the proposal since the Party 
structure requires the supervision of the district committees, who are to 
manage these matters, and will be competent enough to oversee this. 

 
J. W. Ahlqvist, H. Puro, A. Snikkar.  
Resolutions Committee  
 
Approved. 
 
Districts and District Committees 
 
In order to make future educational work more localized, the representative assembly 
decides that the Organization’s area of operations be divided into Districts, whose 
activity will be under the supervision of the Executive Committee, insofar as it is a 
matter of providing Finnish education. The Organization’s area of operations will be 
divided into the following Districts: 
 

1) North Ontario District, consisting of the following Locals: Cobalt, Timmins, South 
Porcupine, Potsville, Kirkland Lake and Rosegrove, with the District Office in 
Timmins. The members of the Committee will be elected from the Cobalt, 
Kirkland Lake and South Porcupine Locals, one from each, as well as 4 from the 
Timmins Local, one of whom will be the Secretary. 

2) Central Ontario District, which will consist the Locals that currently belong to it, as 
well as the Sault Ste Marie and Burrit Locals. 

3) Port Arthur District, which will include Schreiber and two Locals to the west of it in 
Ontario. 



 

4) Manitoba and Saskatchewan District will consist of all the Locals in these 
provinces. The District Office will be Lake Cateau, to which will be elected 3 
members from Lake Cateau, one of whom will be the Secretary, and 2 members 
from Cateau Hill. 

5) North Alberta District. The District Office will be in Elspeth, which elects 4 
members, one of whom will be the Secretary. 

6) Eastern British Columbia District, which will consist of Bowie, Sicamous, Salmon 
Arm, and White Lake. The District Office will be in Salmon Arm, which will elect 3 
members, and if possible, one will serve as Secretary, and Bowie and White 
Lake will elect one member each. 

7) Western British Columbia District, which includes Webster’s Corners and all 
Locals to the west of it. The District Office will be in Webster’s Corners for the 
time being, until Vancouver is organized, which will then become the primary 
seat of the District electing members from the Vancouver, Port Moody, and 
Webster’s Corners Locals. The interim committee will elect 5 members from the 
Webster’s Corners Local, one of which will serve as Secretary. 

 
The Organization’s Executive Committee is to surrender 5 cents each membership 
stamp sold in a District Local, in order to build up additional funds. For agitation funds 
each Local is to hold at minimum one evening social per year. 
 
Districts must hold a representative assembly minimally once per year, approximately 
one month after the Organization’s representative assembly, to which it will select at 
least one representative and one additional representative for every 25 members. 
However, no Local will be permitted to send more than three representatives. 
Representatives' expenses must be reimbursed proportionally by Locals on the basis of 
their membership. 
 
The District Secretary is to send a report to the Executive Committee on the activities of 
the committee and Locals every three months. If the Executive Committee observes, on 
the basis of these reports, that the District Committees have not fulfilled their tasks, the 
Executive Committee will take measures to remedy the problem. Each District Local will 
assign as many individuals with speaking skills as they have on the speakers list, who 
will be at the disposal of the District Office. The District Secretary must nevertheless 
provide sufficient time for speakers to prepare for speaking engagements. If the speaker 
is prevented from fulfilling their duties, the Secretary shall be informed immediately. 
 
The Executive Committee will monitor the implementation of the decisions of this 
representative assembly and will provide all the assistance required by District 
Committees, in addition to drawing up by-laws for them for this purpose. 
 



 

The Executive Committee has the right to make necessary changes in relation to the 
composition of the District boundaries. 
 
Every Local must belong to the District organization active in its area and must fulfill its 
instituted obligations. 
 
H. Puro, A. Snikkar, J. W. Ahlgvist. 
Resolutions Committee 
Approved. 
 
The Agitation Committee presented the following resolutions: 
 

Women’s Specific Agitation 
 

The Executive Committee proposed the organization of agitation specifically 
for women. This was unanimously interpreted by the assembly as meaning 
that women need to become aware of their obligations in the class struggle 
and made into unwavering supporters of the principles of Marxist socialism, 
as well as participants in practical action. How women’s agitation work shall 
be organized is presented by the Committee, for the approval of the 
assembly, on the basis of the policies of the Workers' Party which are based 
on the theses approved by the Third International and an understanding of 
conditions in Canada. At the same time, the Organization’s Executive 
Committee must arrange for a director of women’s agitation work under its 
supervision. 

 
Sanna Kannasto, J. Lund, Isaac Wester. 
Resolutions Committee 
The resolution was accepted as presented. 
 

The Organization of Children’s Educational Work 
 

The Committee accepts in principle the presentation of the North Branch 
presentation on the organization of children’s educational work, but we 
propose that the final arrangement of this be left to the Executive Committee 
who will summarize it and present it for approval to the Workers' Party for it to 
be put into practice throughout the entire Party. 

 
Sanna Kannasto, J. Lund, Isaac Wester. 
Resolutions Committee. 
The resolution was accepted as presented. 
 



 

Speakers’ Wages 
 

In addressing the question of wages for speakers, the assembly generally felt 
that it could not be specified, so we suggest that it be left to the discretion of 
the Executive Committee. 

 
Sanna Kannasto J. Lund, I. Wester. 
Resolutions Committee 
Approved. 
 

The Activity of the Vapaus Agents and their bond form 
 

The bond form between the Vapaus and Local appointed agents was 
approved by majority decision at the assembly, based on the following 
economic reasons: since the Business Manager is held responsible for all the 
debts arising from trade in trinkets, literature, and newspapers through 
agents, we must provide the Business Manager with a safeguard through 
which the Vapaus can be protected from bad debt expenses and get Locals 
to work more closely with their appointed agents, as well as bring the agents 
and bonded Locals under Party discipline. 
 
As a principled explanation is was verified that we must submit to group 
discipline and abandon false democracy as much from internal activity as the 
changed concepts that are now clearly our approach. 

 
Sanna Kannasto, J. Lund, I. Wester.  
Resolutions Committee 
 
The resolution on the education of the Organization’s membership was returned to the 
Committee for edits. 
 
The renewed organization of agitation to match its purpose locally within Locals and 
also general agitation must be reorganized on the basis of the changed relations with 
the Party, which are also subject to unified organization and Party discipline measures, 
and that neglect of agitation must not take place. 
 
The Press Committee presented the following resolutions: 
 

On the Question of Wages 
 

With regard to the wages of those employed by the newspaper, the assembly 
believes that with the wage level lower here in Canada, in comparison to 



 

similar companies in the United States, and having heard that there the 
wages of the staff have already been reduced once, we propose that if 
conditions worsen, wages should be further reduced in proportion to the 
wage reductions for those working in similar occupations in Canada. 

 
A. Snikkar, D. Böhm, J. Järvi. 
Resolutions Committee. 
Approved. 
 

Resolution concerning the Bookstore 
 

It has been revealed that the Finnish literature that comes straight from 
Finland to Canada is subject to an unreasonably high rate of duty, and in 
addition, sales taxes in Canada are less affordable compared to literature 
sold in the United States. Similarly, in relation to literature ordered from the 
United States the exchange rate, sales taxes, and duty have often had a very 
costly impact, which make it impossible to sell literature in Canada at the 
same price as the United States. We make it mandatory that literature is to 
be sold as cheaply as possible.  

 
A. Snikkar D. Böhm, J. Järvi. 
Resolutions Committee. 
Approved. 
 
A telegram received from the Vapaus Business Manager J.V. Kannasto urged a protest 
to Työmies because of their reduction of newspaper commissions to 30 percent. After a 
brief discussion the matter was left to the Resolutions Committee. 
 

The Question of moving the Vapaus 
 

The question raised at the representative assembly about moving the 
Vapaus from Sudbury to Port Arthur, has been verified on the part of the 
representatives, that the mining industry in Sudbury and surrounding area is 
completely stagnant and we see that the newspaper’s financial status 
depends heavily on the locality where it is printed. The representative 
committee obliges the Organization’s Executive Committee to carefully 
consider the aforementioned question of whether this is of benefit at the 
moment for the Organization’s newspaper, and if the Executive Committee 
deems it necessary to move the newspaper, it must make clear to the 
membership the conditions that it will have in Port Arthur and then submit the 
question for a referendum to finally resolve the matter. 

 



 

A. Snikkar, D. Böhm, J. Järvi. 
Press Committee. 
Approved. 
 
The Agitation Committee presented the following resolutions: 
 

Gymnastics and Sports 
 

The assembly deems it necessary that a gymnastics and sports club be 
established in every place that has a Finnish Socialist Organization Local, if 
at all possible, whose training program would be combined with activities and 
sports that would serve the working class movement and through it, attract 
those who are outside of the working class movement, especially young 
people. 

 
Approved. 
 

Educating the Organization's Membership with regards to Party Duties 
 

The Toronto Local proposal relative to the issue above interprets the 
principles of the Third International as our policy, and that the membership of 
every Local has a responsibility to accept Party duties and acquaint 
themselves with the Party's principles and practical action. On the basis of 
the aforementioned, the representative assembly obliges every member to 
accept Party duties and to develop their skills. However, the assembly cannot 
approve the following section in the resolution: “and individuals currently in 
positions vacate them at the end of their terms.” The section above could be 
used by syndicalist and reformist elements for the purpose of wrecking the 
Organization. We have many tasks that we cannot leave in the hands of 
incapable and untrustworthy individuals. One of these is the Organization's 
Executive Committee which will now have even more responsibility than 
before. Activity in connection with a political party brings with it new 
responsibilities and it increases the need for experienced comrades on the 
Executive Committee and in other important Party affairs which cannot be left 
in the hands of the untrained. 
 
In addition to the aforementioned stance we regard it as harmful to the 
concentration of conscious action to remove experienced comrades by 
providing positions to those in training that as this can produce material and 
ideological damage and weaken our activity. 
 



 

Again we must recall that our Party emphasizes that experienced comrades 
are to be placed in positions of responsibility to maintain within the Party a 
certain authority and meaning. 
 
However the representative assembly warmly supports and obliges Locals to 
develop new forces skilled at Party duties so that these will not remain 
dependent on a small number who regularly carry the heaviest burden. 
 
Sanna Kannasto, I. Wester, J. Lund 
Approved 
 

We read the Organization's new draft rules 
 

and approved them section by section and left them to be inspected by the Executive 
Committee, and similarly, the Vapaus rules were left to the Executive Committee for the 
purpose of a final inspection. 
 

Protest to Työmies 
 
Due to the fact that, according to a telegram sent by the Vapaus Business Manager, the 
Työmies company has announced that it will reduce agents' fees from 40 to 30 percent; 
and since it has come to light that Työmies has in the name of “Canadian postage fees” 
reduced the agreed upon 40 percent agents' fee the same as the so-called premium 
order agent fee to only 30 percent.  
 
It should also be kept in mind that the Vapaus pays agents 20 percent for Työmies 
orders, so after its office workers wages, postage for correspondence, rent, utilities etc. 
expenditures are deducted, the Vapaus receives only 4 percent, how is it possible to 
lower it by 10 percent. 
 
And since we don’t see any reason why a company on as sturdy of a foundation as 
Työmies should strive to consume our little newspaper. These actions go against Party 
and class morale as well as solidarity, and also against the best interests of Työmies 
from a business perspective, since the Vapaus has distributed Työmies and its other 
publications in Canada through its agent system. 
 
Therefore, the Workers' Party of Canada Finnish Socialist Section representative 
assembly strongly protests against this conduct by Työmies, warning the Työmies 
against such measures since they can be very damaging to the Työmies itself. 
 
 
 



 

The representative assembly gives the Executive Committee full authority to resist with 
all its strength the Työmies politics of swindling. 
 
A. Snikkar, H. Puro, J. W. Ahlqvist. 
 
The resolution was approved as such and the Executive Committee was instructed to 
send a copy to Työmies, Toveri, Eteenpäin, and the executive committee of the Finnish 
Socialist Federation of the United States. 
 

Työkansa Comrade Loans 
 
We read the Timmins Finnish Socialist Local report where the Local hoped that from 
now on, no more comrade debts would be paid to Locals that are owed for said loans. 
After discussion it was decided that the comrade loan payments this year would be the 
last, unless the next representative assembly decides otherwise. This decision was 
made by the representative assembly after considering that the comrade loans are still 
too heavy a burden for the Organization and since all comrade lenders have received at 
least 50 percent. 
 

Representative Assembly Per Diem 
 
The Executive Committee proposed a per diem of $4.00 for representatives, which was 
approved following a vote. The counter proposal was $3.00. 
 
It was decided that the minutes of the previous representative assembly would be 
maintained as such in the Organization’s archives. 
 
Comrade J.W. Ahlqvist, representative for the Toronto Finnish Socialist Local, 
requested that dissenting opinions be left in the minutes. He hoped that the 
representative assembly minutes will be rewritten. 
 

The Transfer of Assets of the Former New Finland Finnish Socialist Local  
 
Having read the Executive Committee’s report on the matter it was decided to transfer 
the assets to New Finlanders on the condition that they set up a Local. 
 
The Cobalt Finnish Socialist Local demanded that Sudbury Local member A. Leino be 
expelled because he behaved in a damaging manner against Soviet Russia while in the 
Murmansk Legion. Cobalt representative comrade Lund read a report and some 
testimonies acquired by the Cobalt Finnish Socialist Local, as well as the relevant 
testimonies acquired by the Sudbury Local and held by the Executive Committee, in 
addition to testimonies acquired by the Executive Committee. Furthermore, the 



 

Executive Committee was informed that more testimonies were being presently 
acquired after which the matter might possibly be resolved, and for this reason the issue 
was to the supervision of the Executive Committee, which will resolve the matter after 
obtaining the necessary testimonies. 

 
Organizing the Copper Cliff Finnish Socialist Local activities in line with the 

Organization 
 
It was decided to send two representatives who, on their return trip, will stopover in 
Copper Cliff, call a meeting of the Copper Cliff Finnish Socialist Local membership in 
the statutory manner, and those present at this meeting must vow to act in accordance 
with the rules and decisions of the Organization, as well as sever the One Big Union 
Support Circle from the internal affairs of the Local, since the rules of the Finnish Social 
Society are the rules for securing the assets of the Copper Cliff Finnish Socialist Local, 
and as such, everyone is to understand that it is the Local that decides internal and 
other affairs. If the Copper Cliff Local refuses to do so, the representatives have the 
right to revoke their charter and to form a new Local, but only of those elements that are 
loyal comrades to the Organization. A. Snikkar and D. Bohm were chosen as the 
representatives. 
 

Investigating the Rowan Finnish Socialist Local's Assets 
 

It emerged in the discussion that the said Local has been defunct and inactive for 2 
years and according to the rules, their things belong to the Organization but have been 
handed over to the One Big Union Support Ring. 
 
The matter was left for the supervision of the Executive Committee along with the 
District Committee. 
 
The Sointula Finnish Socialist Local proposal of the payment of large fines. – The 
proposal made clear that it is unnecessary to pay large fines when the Organization's 
members are imprisoned and cooped up in prison for a period. It would be wiser to 
provide money to the jailed comrade's family instead of for paying fines. In discussing 
the issue it emerged that agitation is conducted during judicial proceedings when jailed 
comrades are being defended. 
 
The Sointula Finnish Socialist Local proposal, that Locals would not build large halls 
that create excess burdens, did not however provide give reason for action since this 
problem does not currently manifest itself within our Organization. 
 
The Executive Committee was tasked with sending greeting telegrams to the Finnish 
Socialist Workers’ Party, the Finnish Socialist Federation of the United States, and the 
Karelian Labour Commune. 



 

 
The Executive Committee was also tasked with drafting a letter of protest to the Finnish 
government because its support of the robbery carried out against Karelia and the 
Soviet Union, as well as the raw dealings in Finland, dragging honest officials of the 
working class movement to prisons and how cruelly the freedom of speech and 
assembly was trampled, in so far as the question of interfering with the activity of the 
organized working class is concerned. 
 
The Executive Committee has sent the following protest: 

The Finnish Socialist Section of the Workers’ Party of Canada Representative 
Assembly Declaration on Account of the Attacks and Terror of the Finnish 

Bourgeoisie  

Continual communications from Finland tell of the ongoing, brutal politics of terror and 
attacks against Finnish working-class fighters by the Finnish White Bourgeois 
government, supported by the bayonets of German militarism in the 1918 Civil War. 

At the same time as the Finnish White government horrifies the world with its persistent 
maltreatment and torture of working class fighters it also – as a vassal of the world 
imperialist powers – plots against the Soviet Union. Robbing and exploiting the natural 
wealth of Soviet Karelia, in the name of a tribal cause, it organized and armed White 
robber groups to attack, in blatant violation of the Treaty of Tartu.  

The duty of class struggle solidarity elevated the fearful voices of Finland’s working 
class throughout the land, through newspapers and mass assemblies, against the 
plotting banditry of the Finnish White bourgeoisie.  

This infuriated the Finnish White government and dampened the aspirations for the 
freedom of the people; the prisons of Finland were filled; the Finnish agents of the 
Okhrana drove their trembling, cowardly claws, mauling the working class of Finland. 
Again the world heard of the horrible cultural terror of the White bourgeoisie. 

The representative assembly of the Finnish Socialist Section of the Workers’ Party of 
Canada, in the name of the organized working class, pronounces a contemptuous 
protest against Finland White government tyranny. Knowing, at the same time, that 
Finland’s working class stands determinedly, but within this demanding struggle we 
declare that we stand firmly with and beside our Finnish fellow workers. Understanding 
our obligation to international working-class solidarity in this period we vow to struggle 
hand in hand for the destruction of our enemies and for working class freedom and 
power. 

Long live working class solidarity! 

Finnish Socialist Section of the Workers’ Party of Canada representative assembly. 



 

The Executive Committee was instructed to obtain children’s plays from the United 
States and from individuals, in so far as they are obtainable. 

A. Snikkar assumed the chair. 

The Finance Committee presented the following expenses for the representatives per 
diem, which totalled…………………$416.60 
Travel expenses…….....................…433.33 
Total…………..…..................………$849.90  
 
The expenses were approved as such. 
J.W. Ahlqvist, J. Stohlberg 
Finances Committee 
 
The Executive Committee was obliged to provide representatives with instructions on 
how to explain the representative assembly’s decisions to the different Locals. The 
Secretary announced a meeting for this purpose at the Organization’s central office the 
next day, to which everyone must arrive at 10 A.M.  
 
Since the Organization decided to affiliate to the Workers’ Party and annul the old rules, 
the representative assembly elected comrade A.T. Hill as the Organization’s Secretary 
and those serving on the Executive Committee and its alternates. 
 
The vice-chair, comrade A. Snikkar, declared in his closing speech that the assembly, 
which has just ended, has been an historic milestone in the history of the Finnish 
Socialist movement. He said that he noticed the delightful phenomenon that 
representatives possessed the commendable unanimous stance on the most important 
issues and represent the clear approach of revolutionary class struggle. He cautioned 
the representatives that peaceful times have not begun, our joining a new Party signifies 
a time of diligent action and struggle and hoped that no one would stand aside 
regardless of the actions of the authorities. Let us act with strength for the good of our 
new party! 
 
The assembly ended at 8 P.M. on Tuesday evening. 
 
On behalf of the meeting, 
A.T. Hill and Jussi Latva 
Minute takers 
 
We have checked the above Finnish Socialist Organization of Canada representative 
assembly minutes and confirmed the assembly’s proceedings and decisions. 
 
J. Lund, Sanna Kannasto. 
Minute checkers selected by the assembly 


